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Abstract 
 
Over the course of the last two decades, the quick advancement of technological innovations 
in the field of Molecular Genetics has exponentially enhanced the ability to produce immense 
amounts of genomic data in a very short time and at a fraction of the cost that was necessary to 
produce a single human genome at the beginning of the current millennium. This incessant progress 
has also changed the methods with which human genomic data are stored and handled, as well as the 
power of the analyses that can be carried out, allowing for a shift from the painstaking study of single 
loci linked to very specific phenotypes, to the possibility of dissecting the genomic background of 
entire populations by managing thousands of high-quality whole genome sequences. 
In the following chapters, three interlinked arguments are presented after an introduction to 
the discipline of Molecular Anthropology and an overview of the dispersal of Homo sapiens from 
Africa, the peopling of Europe and the migratory processes that involved the Italian peninsula. 
In Chapter 2, a study on the evolutionary dynamics of the Italian population, using high-
quality whole genome sequencing data, assesses the contribution of distinct modern and ancient 
migratory waves to the genetic makeup of Northern and Southern Italy, as well as the existing 
relationship between the demographic structure of modern Italians and contemporary populations of 
the Euro-Mediterranean basin. Moreover, the Italian genomes are tested for signatures of positive and 
balancing selection at single nucleotide polymorphisms, which highlight the impact of diverse local 
environmental pressures on the inhabitants of the peninsula. Finally, a gene network analysis 
approach based on the results of the previously mentioned scans for selection reveals a climate-related 
adaptation in Northern Italy, a pathogen-UV driven adaptation in Southern Italy and the existence of 
selective pressures on pleiotropic genes modulating longevity. These results have been published in: 
Sazzini M, Abondio P, Sarno S, Gnecchi-Ruscone GA, Ragno M, Giuliani C, De Fanti S, Ojeda-
Granados C, Boattini A, Marquis J, Valsesia A, Carayol J, Raymond F, Pirazzini C, Marasco E, 
Ferrarini A, Xumerle L, Collino S, Mari D, Arosio B, Monti D, Passarino G, D'Aquila P, Pettener D, 
Luiselli D, Castellani G, Delledonne M, Descombes P, Franceschi C, Garagnani P. Genomic history 
of the Italian population recapitulates key evolutionary dynamics of both Continental and 
Southern Europeans. BMC Biol. 2020 May 22;18(1):51. doi: 10.1186/s12915-020-00778-4. PMID: 
32438927; PMCID: PMC7243322. 
Pertaining the genetic contributions to the achievement of older age, Chapter 3 presents an 
exploration of the current literature around apolipoprotein E (APOE) and provides a perspective on 
the attainment of extreme longevity as a healthy phenotype. In particular, the worldwide genetic 
variability of three isoforms of APOE is analyzed, revealing the relationships between human genetics 
and local environmental variables, as well as the evolutionary mechanisms that maintain deleterious 
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variants in modern human populations. Moreover, a focus on the Italian peninsula shows an 
increasing North-to-South gradient for the protective isoform, APOE2, while an analysis of ancient 
Eurasian samples provides a provisional framework to the dynamics of APOE in Europe. These 
results have been published as a review in: Abondio P, Sazzini M, Garagnani P, Boattini A, Monti D, 
Franceschi C, Luiselli D, Giuliani C. The Genetic Variability of APOE in Different Human 
Populations and Its Implications for Longevity. Genes (Basel). 2019 Mar 15;10(3):222. doi: 
10.3390/genes10030222. PMID: 30884759; PMCID: PMC6471373. 
Chapter 4 introduces a study, currently undergoing revision, that builds on the concepts and 
methods presented in Chapter 2, by focusing on the genetics of Greco-speaking communities of the 
Aspromonte region of Calabria, in Southern Italy. These linguistic and geographic isolates are 
characterized by private ancestral components, closer affinity with modern populations form the 
Eastern Mediterranean and higher genetic contributions from ancient Neolithic clusters of the 
Caucasus and the Near East. Analyzing the most differentiated variants that characterize the 
Aspromonte populations in a comparison with other Southern Italian groups, peculiar biological 
functions are highlighted relating to neurological pathways, in accordance with recent studies on 
Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease in the Calabrian area that show a higher incidence of rare 
familiar forms of these diseases in close-knit and isolated communities. These results have been 
published in: Sarno S, Petrilli R, Abondio P, De Giovanni A, Boattini A, Sazzini M, De Fanti S, Cilli 
E, Ciani G, Gentilini D, Pettener D, Romeo G, Giuliani C, Luiselli D. Genome-wide variability of 
Calabrian Greek-speaking groups reveals ancient events and long-term isolation in the 
Aspromonte mountain area of Southern Italy. Sci Rep. 2021 Feb 4;11(1):3045. doi: 
10.1038/s41598-021-82591-9. PMID: 33542324; PMCID: PMC7862261. 
As highlighted in the concluding remarks, this thesis showcases an array of up-to-date 
investigative methods, that allow for the analysis of both whole genome sequences and SNP-array 
data at different levels of detail (from single nucleotide polymorphisms to single genes, to gene 
networks, to biological pathways). Moreover, significant original contributions to knowledge in the 
fields of Molecular Anthropology and Human Population Genomics are highlighted. In particular, 
this thesis provides novel and exciting insights into the demography and adaptation events of the 
Italian population, in relation to the historical and pre-historic migratory waves that contributed to 
the peopling of Europe and the Mediterranean. Moreover, it focuses on the single APOE gene, 
exploring its worldwide variability, evolution and its contribution to a very complex phenotype, such 
as human longevity. Finally, it explores the demo-evolutionary context of isolated populations in 
Southern Italy, revealing unexpected neurological pathways as drivers of local differentiation in an 
innovative analytical perspective.  
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Chapter 1: General background  
 
1.1. The genetic bases of human biodiversity 
Molecular Anthropology has emerged as a relatively novel transdisciplinary field that 
implements powerful methodologies developed in multiple interconnected study areas, such as 
Molecular Biology, Genetics and Genomics, to disentangle the patterns of variation that exist within 
and across modern and ancient human groups. The populations under scrutiny are described through 
an anthropological perspective, supported by the most recent technological, statistical and 
bioinformatic advances in the determination and interpretation of molecular variation. Accordingly, 
these studies perform a detailed analysis of genetic and genomic data, scrutinizing them not only in 
the context of human biodiversity, but also considering population histories and their socio-cultural 
implications. Such analytical approach allows the investigation of present-day patterns of human 
genetic variation and the associated demo-evolutionary events that led a population from its origins 
to its current bio-socio-cultural diversity. The general aim of Molecular Anthropology is the 
understanding and description of the evolution of our species, from the origins of Homo sapiens up 
to the determination of the ancient and modern migration paths that supported the movement of 
modern humans across all continents. 
The first investigations carried out with the aim to explore the genetic basis of human 
biodiversity relied on the analysis of the distribution of allele frequencies across human groups 
through “classical markers”, or proteins, such as the ABO and Duffy antigens that define blood group 
systems (Cavalli-Sforza et al. 1994). It was, however, the development of the Polymerase Chain 
Reaction (PCR) method that completely transformed the field of Molecular Biology and introduced 
modern Molecular Anthropology, by shifting the nature of the object under study from a few 
polypeptides to an ever-increasing number of DNA sequences. A “genetic marker” is, then, defined 
as a genomic region, denoted by discrete variability patterns, that presents allelic variants with 
different frequencies in distinct human populations (Jobling et al. 2014). 
Genetic markers can be classified according to their location and pattern of inheritance 
(Figure 1.1.1). In fact, the cell nucleus contains most of the genetic material, since there are 22 pairs 
of homolog chromosomes, the “autosomes”, and a pair of sexual chromosomes, X and Y; however, 
the mitochondrial organelle has its own small genome (mtDNA) and its own evolutionary trajectory, 
partially overlapping that of the nuclear genome. “Autosomal markers” are located on the homolog 
chromosomes and are involved in recombination during meiosis, giving rise to novel combinations 
during sexual reproduction so that both parents contribute equally to the genetic makeup of the next 
generation; the Y-chromosome and mtDNA are called “uniparental markers”, because they are 
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transmitted without recombination from a single parent to the offspring (specifically, the Y-
chromosome from fathers to sons, while mtDNA passes from mothers to the entire offspring) and 
their sole source of change is mutation (Figure 1.1.1). 
 
 
Figure 1.1.1. Genetic elements and their modes of inheritance. Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) passes without 
recombination from mothers to the offspring (both male and female). Y-chromosome goes unchanged from fathers to 
sons. Autosomal chromosomes are subjects of recombination at each successive generation. From Jobling et al. (2014). 
 
1.1.1. Uniparentally-inherited markers  
The features of mtDNA and Y-chromosome (uniparental inheritance and absence of 
recombination) allow their use for the reconstruction of maternal and paternal phylogenies through 
the application of the coalescence approach. This model, theorized in the early Eighties, but only 
recently structured (Rosenberg and Nordborg, 2002), is based on the concept that all variation 
detectable in any given population is inherited from a common ancestor (called the Most Recent 
Common Ancestor, MRCA). The patterns of variation in contemporary human groups can be used to 
detect the histories of different genetic lineages by going back in time for generations, until the 
MRCA. The model is fully functional only with genomic elements that do not recombine, since the 
mixing of chromosomal segments over generations hinders the ability to distinguish the evolutionary 
contributions of different genetic lineages (Underhill and Kivisild, 2007). 
Uniparental markers are also assumed to be neutral to selection, a useful characteristic that 
allows to infer the impact of founder effects, gene flow, migration and cultural practices without their 
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signals being hidden by adaptive events. In particular, variation at these markers is particularly 
sensitive to random genetic drift, which facilitates geographic clustering and divergence of genetic 
lineages to assess the origins of present-day human population diversity (Pericić et al. 2005). 
However, the notion that uniparental markers have never been subjected to natural selection and that 
they do not provide direct advantage to the survival and reproductive success of the individual 
represents a mere simplification, which has been repeatedly challenged both for the Y chromosome 
(Wang et al. 2014; Wilson Sayres et al. 2014; Jobling and Tyler-Smith, 2017; Fan and Silber, 2019; 
Lau, 2020) and mtDNA (Otten and Smeets, 2015; Schtolz and Mishmar, 2019; Lawless et al. 2020; 
Stewart and Chinnery, 2021). 
 
1.1.2. Neutral and adaptive autosomal markers 
Another breakthrough in Molecular Anthropology was provided by the completion of the 
Human Genome Project (HGP), an international endeavor to produce a faithful first sequence of the 
human genome and a detailed genetic and physical map of human chromosomes (Collins et al. 2003). 
The publication of a high-quality whole genome sequence, coupled with the development of high-
throughput sequencing technologies, enabled research groups to considerably speed up their scientific 
work. Although genome-wide data for autosomal loci are unsuited for genealogy reconstruction due 
to extensive recombination, their high number improves statistical power for testing demographic 
hypotheses about the population dynamics of human groups (Wilkins, 2006).  
The shift from a locus-based perspective to a genome-wide approach greatly increased the 
level of resolution of Molecular Anthropology research: the simultaneous analysis of millions of 
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) provided more clarity on the origins, adaptive evolution and 
demographic history of human populations, as well as their genetic variation (Stoneking and Krause, 
2011).  
Autosomal genetic variants also qualify as structures on which natural selection can act and 
through which human population diversity is shaped, introducing the study of adaptive and disease-
causing phenotypic traits: non-neutral markers provide the opportunity to test whether distinct 
environments and socio-cultural contexts have exerted selective pressures on the human genome. In 
fact, as modern humans spread out of Africa, prolonged exposure to new environments induced 
adaptive events useful to cope with novel natural conditions. For instance, climate-related stressors, 
such as UV radiation and temperature changes, coupled with exposure to new pathogens, may 
represent the main forces of adaptation in human populations (Hancock et al. 2008; Jablonski and 
Chaplin, 2010; Fumagalli et al. 2011; Sazzini et al. 2014; Quagliariello et al. 2017). As several dietary 
shifts have occurred after the movement of H. sapiens out of Africa, accessibility to novel nutritional 
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resources is also thought to have imposed notable selective constraints, that were paramount in 
framing human variability patterns through physiological and metabolic adaptations (Luca et al. 
2010). Moreover, the dietary and cultural changes that have been supported by significant 
technological advancements and globalization events in the last centuries, may have played a relevant 
role in rendering detrimental many of the traits favorably selected in the past, strongly impacting the 
health and social structures of contemporary human populations (Sazzini et al. 2016). 
 
1.1.3. The massive parallel sequencing revolution  
The latest technological advancements in sequencing techniques introduced further 
improvements after the aforementioned genome-wide revolution, with a steep reduction of costs and 
a high sequencing coverage (i.e., the number of reads covering a specific genomic segment) allowing 
the development of demanding experimental designs, such as the “1000 Genomes Project” research 
effort (Figure 1.1.3.1), which generated low- and high-coverage sequencing data for 26 human 
groups worldwide (1000 Genomes Project Consortium, 2015). 
Figure 1.1.3.1. Populations of the 1000 Genomes Project. Human groups are color-coded according to their macroarea: 
Africa (yellow), America (red), Europe (blue), East Asia (green), South Asia (purple). From 1000 Genomes Project 
Consortium (2015). 
 
High-resolution genome data also required a new theoretical framework to be developed for 
demographic, admixture and structure population analysis, that pushed Molecular Anthropology 
research to reach even finer levels of description and detail (Lawson et al. 2012; Hellenthal et al. 
2014; Schiffels and Durbin, 2014; Sudmant et al. 2015). Thanks to the development of new massive 
parallel sequencing platforms with even lower sequencing costs and faster run times (Figure 1.1.3.2), 
new complete human sequences provide the opportunity to test whether populations inhabiting the 
same geographical area constitute discrete genetic entities, or intermediate points in an uninterrupted 
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genetic continuity that extends across the continents, disentangling worldwide patterns of variation 
(Mallick et al. 2016; Pagani et al. 2016; Malaspinas et al. 2016; Ebert et al. 2021). 
 
 
Figure 1.1.3.2. Decreasing cost per human genome over the last 20 years. The green profile highlights the average 
cost of sequencing a human genome since the years of the Human Genome Project. A sharp reduction can be noted when 
massive parallel sequencing technologies have been introduced, escaping Moore’s Law applied to the theoretical 
reduction of costs in technology (white line). According to the empirical projection of trends (white line), in fact, the cost 
of technology is expected to halve every 18-24 months (or, in terms of the logarithmic scale on the vertical axis of this 
graph, it would reduce by 10 times roughly every 5 years). Figure taken from the National Institutes of Health website at 
genome.gov/sequencingtools (accessed December 10, 2020). 
 
1.2 Origins of modern humans 
 
1.2.1. The African dawn of the hominid lineage 
Archaeological and genomic research overwhelmingly support the theory of an East African 
origin for the hominid clade, with genus Homo being the most recent branch. In fact, specimens 
excavated in Kenya and Ethiopia (Haile-Selassie et al. 2004; Suwa et al. 2009) date the earliest 
hominids to 6.0-4.4 million years ago (Mya); the most ancient remains attributed to Australopithecus 
were discovered in South Africa and dated 4-2 Mya (Falk, 2009), while more recent fossils were 
found from Chad to Kenya, finally, the first evidence of the genus Homo (H. abilis) to be documented 
were dated 2.8-1.5 Mya and located in the Kenya-Tanzania territory. As no other remains of the 
earliest members of our lineage have been uncovered anywhere else, its geographical area of origin 
can be reliably located in Africa (Brauer, 1978; Wood, 1987). The first species to potentially 
showcase a range of advantageous characteristics, such as chiefly bipedal locomotion, a larger brain 
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than its predecessors and the capacity to produce and use lithic artifacts, was H. erectus. Moreover, 
it was the first known human species to move throughout and outside Africa, colonizing both Asia 
and Europe around 1.8-1.5 Mya. The arguably small population size of the first moving human 
groups, coupled with limited gene flow due to their physical distance, made them susceptible to strong 
genetic drift, possibly instigating local adaptations to novel environments and nutritional sources 
(Richards and Trinkhaus, 2009). Over an extended period of time, this may have led to their 
differentiation into other species, such as H. heidelbergensis (Mounier et al. 2009), which fossils have 
been excavated across the African and Eurasian continents, H. neanderthalensis and H. denisova, 
which were arguably limited to Europe and Asia, and possibly H. floresiensis and H. luzonensis in 
restricted Asian regions (Hublin, 2009; Detroit et al. 2019; Teixeira et al. 2021). A more recent 
offshoot of the hominid branch, H. sapiens appears to have had a single evolutionary episode in 
Central Africa, dated to around 200 thousand years ago (Kya), as evidenced by uniparental markers 
on the non-recombining region of the Y-chromosome (NRY) and the mtDNA. The studies, further 
supported by more recent analyses including ancient DNA (aDNA) sequences and whole-genome 
data, traced the origin of all modern humans back to a woman who lived 140-200Kya in Central 
Africa, while all contemporary male individuals seem to descend from a man who lived 160-120 Kya 
in Africa (Fu et al. 2013; Poznick et al. 2013). It has to be noted, however, that these observations 
have been challenged by a Moroccan specimen from Jebel Irhoud, which was previously dated about 
160Kya and has been recently re-dated to 315 Kya (Hublin et al. 2017; Richter et al. 2017), making 
it the oldest H.sapiens specimen currently in existence. 
 
1.2.2. The Out of Africa dispersal of modern humans  
Worldwide collaborative studies in Human Population Genomics, strongly supported by 
archaeological, cultural and linguistic evidence, theorized the possibility of a second “Out of Africa” 
event (the first being the one involving H. erectus) dated to 130-100 Kya that interested the H. sapiens 
species in the human lineage (Petraglia et al. 2010; Lopez et al. 2016). This conjecture supports the 
possibility of modern humans moving away from the African continent in fragmented groups, along 
at least two dispersion routes (Figure 1.2.2.1). A more widely accepted path possibly proceeded along 
the East African coast to Egypt and the Sinai Peninsula, crossing the Levant and extending into the 
Eurasian continent, up to the Americas through the North-Western passage during the last 20 Ky. At 
different times, consecutive and continuous waves of migration radiated from this path and supplied 
new genetic contributions to the populations of the European continent. The alternative “Southern 
route” bridged the Red Sea, traversed the Arabian Peninsula, followed the shoreline of South Asia 
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and finished in Australia around 45-50 Kya, where human remains even predated the most ancient 
fossils of H. sapiens in Europe (Petraglia et al. 2010; Lopez et al. 2016).  
 
Figure 1.2.2.1. Simplified view of the Out-of-Africa theory. Two models (single-wave dispersal, in blue; multiple-
wave dispersal, in red) are presented for the peopling of Eurasia and Oceania, given the most ancient human remains 
found across these continents. Back-to-Africa movements (in green) are also taken into consideration to highlight the 
continuous dynamic process of migration. From Lopez et al. (2016). It has to be noted that the Jebel Irhoud specimen, 
previously dated about 160Kya, has been re-dated to 315 Kya (Hublin et al. 2017; Richter et al. 2017). 
 
1.2.3. Genetic insights into the peopling of Europe  
In a first endeavor to disentangle the migration patterns that produced the highly complex 
demography of the European continent, Luigi Luca Cavalli-Sforza performed early genetic studies 
on “classical markers”. By observing polymorphisms in the antigens that define blood groups and in 
the structure of immunoglobulins, he could identify differences in allele frequency that defined clines 
of variation across the continent, an indication of a genetic continuum through the modern populations 
of Europe (Cavalli-Sforza et al. 1994). By computing the genetic distance among populations, based 
on the same classical markers, he revealed that the genetic distance from the African samples 
increases going from Europe, through Asia, to Australia and that the non-African populations appear 
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more closely related to each other than to any African group. Although being inherently flawed by 
the exclusion of North African groups, this study validated the single origin of H. sapiens in Africa 
and the original worldwide migration of modern humans from West to East, with multiple 
contributions from Eurasian populations originating the ancestral European gene pool. Given the 
relevant African genetic component found in populations from the Middle East, the model also 
alluded to the possibility of more recent migrations, such as the spread of agriculture with the 
Neolithic Revolution from historical Mesopotamia to Europe 10-8 Kya, enhancing the genetic 
similarity between Africans and Europeans (Cavalli-Sforza et al. 1994). 
In the last decade, the genetic structure of the European meta-population was better described 
by several studies focusing on the distribution of NRY haplogroups, which helped in defining possible 
migratory paths within the continent, as several relevant haplogroups (E1b1b, I, R1a, R1b) can be 
identified as markers useful for retracing the colonization of the European continent (Myres et al. 
2011; Underhill et al. 2015). Haplogroup E1b1b apparently arose in East Africa between 22-40 Kya 
and then spread to the Levant and the Mediterranean Coast of the European continent; this hypothesis 
is supported by the analysis of aDNA sequences from Levantine Natufian fossils dating back 11-15 
Kya, which showcase this specific haplogroup (Lazaridis et al. 2016). The discovery may support the 
previously hypothesized migrations from North Africa to the Near East and the diffusion of 
agriculture in Europe with the Neolithic Revolution (Lazaridis et al. 2016). Given that derivatives of 
the haplogroup can be identified along the Mediterranean coast of Europe and North Africa, but never 
in mainland Europe, a second more recent migratory route has been also suggested from North Africa 
to the Iberian Peninsula (Trombetta et al. 2011). The origins of Haplogroup I trace back to the 
Caucasus and Western Asia around 35 Kya, although Paleolithic remains carrying this haplogroup 
are found only in continental Europe and are dated 31-34 Kya (Fu et al. 2016). Apparently associated 
with the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM), it reached the Balkans sometime around 25 Kya and spread 
to Scandinavia, with the diffusion of the Germanic languages, only around 5 Kya (Fu et al. 2016). 
Haplogroups R1a and R1b are the two most widely distributed lineages in contemporary European 
populations. With origins extending to Western Asia, their parent haplogroup R1 has been dated 18.5 
Kya (even though recent studies suggest a date for R1a of 22-25 Kya, which would predate the parent 
haplogroup). R1a frequency peaks in Eastern European and Scandinavian populations, then it 
decreases in Central Europe and is almost absent in Southern Europe. R1b is peculiarly found at the 
highest frequency the Basque population, a genetic and linguistic isolate located between northern 
Spain and southwestern France (Balaresque et al, 2010). The most ancient sample exhibiting the R1b 
haplogroup currently is the Villabruna1 specimen found in Veneto (Italy) and dated to 14 Kya (Myres 
et al. 2011; Underhill et al. 2015; Fu et al. 2016). A sub-lineage called R1b1a1a2 (also known as R-
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M269), shows a peculiar distribution, since its frequency is extremely high (60- 90%) in populations 
of Western Europe (Spain, France, Great Britain and Wales) and it decreases towards Central Europe, 
Italy and Portugal, thus decreasing in frequency from West to East (Myres et al. 2011). Several recent 
aDNA-based analyses around these two haplotypes seemed to corroborate the so-called “Kurgan 
hypothesis” or “Steppe theory”, which was introduced by archaeologist and linguist Marija Gimbutas 
(see Cavalli Sforza and Piazza, 1993): the studies suggest the origin of these haplogroups in the 
Pontic-Caspian steppes, being carried into Eastern Europe together with the Indo-European languages 
somewhere between 4.5 and 10 Kya (Allentoft et al. 2015; Haak et al. 2015; Mathieson et al. 2015; 
Olalde et al. 2018). However, other studies argue for a more careful interpretation of the results, 
especially related to the reconstructed time of origin for R-M269 (Busby et al. 2012) and the 
contextualization of its sublineages in Europe using genealogy-informative short-tandem repeats (Y-
STR) together with single nucleotide polymorphisms (Larmuseau et al. 2014, Solé-Morata et al. 
2014). In fact, analysis of Y-STR and Y-SNPs in Belgium and the Netherlands suggests a low degree 
of lineage diversity, consistent with a recent radiation in Western Europe and the origin of local 
subhaplogroups in a short period of time (Larmuseau et al. 2014). Similarly, a recent study indicates 
a Bronze-Age migration wave that introduced sublineages of S-M269 in the Basque region and is 
concordant with other observations of replacement, local lineage differentiation and founder effects 
in France and the Iberian Peninsula (Myres et al. 2011; Valverde et al. 2016; Solé-Morata et al. 2017; 
Luis et al. 2021). These observations suggest that R-M269 is a Mesolithic lineage in Europe, while 
the expansion of several of its sublineages over time would account for the local diversity of Y 
haplotypes in European populations (Valverde et al. 2016; Solé-Morata et al. 2017). 
Interestingly, mtDNA haplogroups do not present such an extreme geographic distribution, 
showing a pattern with a high degree of similarity among European groups and low genetic distances. 
The overwhelming majority of the European mtDNAs belong to ten haplogroups (H, I, J, K, M, T, 
U, V, W and X) and six of them are unique to European populations: this is an indication of them 
possibly having risen after the separation of early European settlers from their West Asian ancestors 
(Kivisild, 2015; Amorim et al. 2019). The dissection of ancient samples from Hungary shows a higher 
frequency of East Asian mitochondrial haplotypes, highlighting contributions to the Eastern Europe 
genetic makeup, through the maternal lineage, of Siberian populations around 13-6 Kya. Finally, an 
African input may be dated around 11 Kya, even though it is more probable that the Latinization 
process (27 BC-1,453 AD) and early Muslim expansion between 1.4-0.7 Kya (Underhill et al. 2007), 
which heavily involved the Mediterranean coast of Africa and the Levant, have been responsible for 
the introduction of these haplotypes in Southern Europe. 
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Recently, numerous Eurasian aDNA samples dating 45-5 Kya have been analyzed and, quite 
notably, it seems that from around 37 Kya, all Europeans, modern or ancient, share the same ancestry 
(Fu et al. 2016, Lazaridis et al. 2016). The two studies recognized in these data five main Ice Age 
populations, each correlated to different geographical areas and material cultures: the Vestonice 
cluster in Czech Republic, dated around 30 Kya; the Mal'ta cluster from Siberia, which dates to 22 
Kya; the El Miron cluster of Spain (dated to 16 Kya); the Villabruna cluster in Northern Italy and the 
Satsurblia cluster from Caucasus, both dated to 12 Kya (Fu et al. 2016, Lazaridis et al. 2016).  
It is hypothesized, given this information, that the extension of the ice sheets in Northern and Central 
Europe forced a depopulation of the Northern part of the continent during the LGM (about 27-19 
Kya), while the Mediterranean areas (the Iberian Peninsula, Italy and the Balkans) and the coast of 
the Black Sea retained a suitable climate, becoming refuges for the European populations while 
remaining largely isolated for thousands of years (Figure 1.2.3.1). These groups with a low number 
of individuals did not interbreed significantly and the bottleneck effect severely reduced the genetic 
diversity of the isolated groups, while some haplogroups could have had time to diversify due to the 
strong genetic drift usually associated with small populations. At the end of the LGM, the European 
re-expansion of the isolated groups from the Southern part of the continent was concomitant with 
novel migratory waves from Anatolia and the Caucasus, of Mesolithic hunter-gatherers and Neolithic 
farmers (8-10 Kya). Finally, low proportions of a Yamnaya-related ancestral component, present in 
all modern European populations and dated 5 Kya, suggest that small groups from the Pontic steppe 
also provided a genetic component to contemporary Europeans (Sazzini et al. 2014; Sazzini et al. 
2016). 
 
Figure 1.2.3.1 Last Glacial Maximum and European refugia. The Figure highlights the extrapolated extent of the ice 
sheets and permafrost during the LGM peak, and the three Southern European peninsulas that acted as refugia for the 
European meta-population (IB, Iberian; IT, Italian; BA, Balkan). From Sazzini et al. (2014). 
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1.2.4. Ancient peopling and recent migrations along the Italian Peninsula  
Morphometric analysis of a molar found in Southern Italy, together with chronometric data 
associated to the layer in which it was found, suggested that the sample, previously attributed to H. 
neanderthalensis, actually belongs to an anatomically modern human dating 45-43 Kya (Benazzi et 
al. 2011). This suggests that H. sapiens possibly reached the Italian Peninsula along a coastal path 
from the Levant at least 45 Kya. 
As introduced in the previous paragraph, during the LGM several European populations were 
forced to move to Southern Europe by the expansion of the glaciers over the Northern half of the 
continent and, while the importance of the Iberian and Balkan territories has been comprehensively 
described in literature, the role of the Italian Peninsula as a refuge and reservoir of European genomic 
diversity has been highlighted only recently (Sazzini et al. 2014; Sazzini et al. 2016; Raveane et al. 
2019). By investigating mtDNA haplogroup patterns in modern Italian samples, the discovery of 
highly differentiated lineages for haplogroup HV, which can be dated back to the LGM, corroborates 
this hypothesis (De Fanti et al. 2015a). 
It also appears that the Italian Peninsula may have been involved in a process of early 
Neolithization, having been the subject of two expansion routes (both around 8-6 Kya) that introduced 
agricultural novelties and farming from Southeastern to Western Europe: a coastline path along the 
Adriatic Sea may have brought the Cardial culture to Southern Italy; later, a migration wave 
associated to the Linearbandkeramik culture of Central Europe extended to the North-West regions 
of the peninsula (Zeder, 2008; Boattini et al. 2013; De Fanti et al. 2015a; Natali and Forgia, 2016). 
The appearance of proto-historic populations of uncertain origin, together with the settlement 
of European groups in Northern Italy, such as the Celts, then contributed to a complex socio-cultural 
stratification that may have had repercussions on the genetic makeup of the inhabitants of the 
Peninsula during the Late Neolithic and the Metal Age (Boattini et al. 2013; Sazzini et al. 2014).  
Around 2.6 Kya, the historical thalassocracies of Phoenicians and Greeks extended their 
political power and commercial paths to the coasts of North Africa, Sicily, Southern Italy, France and 
Spain, strongly impacting the demography and cultures of the Mediterranean populations (Lazaridis, 
2018; Mathieson et al. 2018). More recently, the growing political and economic influence of the 
Roman Empire led to the establishment of new colonies in the Mediterranean basin, as it expanded 
across Europe and North Africa over centuries. Finally, the Muslim conquests and dominion of the 
Levant, Anatolia, Sicily, Iberia and Northern Africa during the Arab-Byzantine wars (1.3-0.9 Kya) 
changed again the geo-political and social structure of the Mediterranean region, possibly leaving 
traces in the genomic background of its inhabitants (Lazaridis, 2018; Mathieson et al. 2018; Antonio 
et al. 2019; Arauna et al. 2019). For thousands of years, each commercial route involved not only the 
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movement of goods, but the opportunity for people to travel through the entire continent, confounding 
the already complex genetic makeup of the Mediterranean populations, so that the independent 
influence of each historical event on the genetic background of contemporary Italians is almost 
impossible to disentangle (Lazaridis, 2018; Mathieson et al. 2018; Antonio et al. 2019).  
 
1.2.5. Insights into the genetic makeup of the Italian population  
Recent studies tried to tackle the complex genomic background of the Italian population by 
focusing on a description of the geographic distributions and ancestry proportions along the peninsula 
of both uniparental markers and autosomal variants (Boattini et al. 2013; Sarno et al. 2014; Sazzini 
et al. 2016; Anagnostou et al. 2017; Sarno et al. 2017). From the analysis of NRY haplogroups, three 
clusters could be identified, rather than a continuous North-South cline: a Northwestern group (NWI), 
a Southeastern one (SEI) and an isolated Sardinian cluster, with NWI individuals exhibiting a higher 
internal differentiation. This observation is corroborated by the notion that the island has been 
colonized sparingly over the course of tens of thousands of years, until the advent of the seafaring 
civilizations, with a concomitant delay in the arrival of the European cultures and the Neolithic 
revolution; instead, more continuous waves of migration blended with the already present genomic 
background of the peninsula (Sazzini et al. 2016). 
Genome-wide research into the genetic makeup of modern Italians supposedly revealed inputs 
from five ancestral populations (Figure 1.2.5.1). The first component (purple in Figure 1.2.5.1) was 
widespread in Southern European populations, homogeneous along the Italian Peninsula and showed 
the highest proportions in Sardinians: taking into account the extensive isolation that characterized 
the island after the Neolithic, this genetic contribution may potentially derive from early Neolithic 
European settlers. Two other components (green and blue respectively in Figure 1.2.5.1), 
predominant in Southern Italian people and in Sicily, are respectively prevailing in populations from 
the Caucasus/Middle East and Northern Africa/Middle East: their distribution in Southern European 
populations facing the Mediterranean basin suggests, over an extended timeframe, subsequent coastal 
migratory instances to Southern Italy, overlapped with the geopolitical dynamics of the Byzantine 
Empire and the more recent Muslim conquests. A fourth component (red in Figure 1.2.5.1), prevalent 
in the North and reducing towards Southern Italy, is uniformly distributed across Central and Eastern 
European populations and supposedly related to the changing demography of Europe concurrent with 
migratory waves from the Steppes, 4-5 Kya. It is also paramount to remember that the impact and 
extent of the commercial routes during the Roman Empire and the systematic colonization of foreign 
countries from the Middle Ages may have contributed to waves of migration that modified the pre-
existing genetic pattern. A last, minor factor showed low frequencies in the Italian population and 
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was detected in Northern and Eastern European individuals: it may be a relic of the pre-Neolithic 
component that reached the peninsula, a refuge for the ancient European diversity, during the LGM 
(Sazzini et al. 2016). 
 
 
Figure 1.2.5.1. Four ancestral components projected on the profile of the Italian peninsula.  The colours and clines 
correspond to what presented in the main text: a prevalent Neolithic component (purple) in Sardinia; a 
Caucasus/Levantine contribution (green) on a decreasing South-to-North cline; an African/Near East component (blue) 
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Chapter 2: Evolutionary dynamics of the Italian population 
 
2.1. Introduction 
Numerous recent studies tried to disentangle the genetic background of contemporary 
European groups, showing that populations of distinct ancestries contributed to its complexity both 
historically and prehistorically (Lazaridis et al. 2014; Haak et al. 2015; Mathieson et al. 2015; Fu et 
al. 2016; Hofmanova et al. 2016; Lazaridis et al. 2017; Mathieson et al. 2018; Olalde et al. 2018). 
Some of these lines of enquiry highlighted a subtle change in genetic variation across the continent, 
with divergence especially between Central and Southern Europe (Lao et al.2008; Novembre et al. 
2008). The same pattern of variation is uniquely mirrored in the Italian Peninsula, indicating that the 
examination of demo-evolutionary occurrences in which it has been involved may facilitate the 
description of the dynamic processes and interactions having produced the genomic background 
observable in Europe today (Capelli et al. 2007; Brisighelli et al. 2012; Boattini et al. 2013; Sarno et 
al. 2014; Fiorito et al. 2016; Sazzini et al. 2016; Sarno et al. 2017). 
Both Y-chromosome and mtDNA markers (Capelli et al. 2007; Brisighelli et al. 2012; 
Boattini et al. 2013; Sarno et al. 2014), as well as autosomal variants from genome-wide sequencing 
data (Fiorito et al. 2016; Sazzini et al. 2016; Sarno et al. 2017), provided a detailed description of 
how the Italian population is structured. For the same reason, several linguistically and geographically 
isolated groups inhabiting the peninsula have also been studied, with very intriguing theories being 
introduced about the demography and ancestry of present-day Italians (Destro Bisol et al. 2008; 
Capocasa et al. 2014; Sarno et al. 2016; Anagnostou et al. 2017). For instance, both Y-chromosome 
and autosomes seem to have conserved traces of pre-Neolithic contributors (Boattini et al. 2013; 
Sazzini et al. 2016; Sarno et al. 2017), while maternal lineages in Southern Italy implied an 
association, predating the Neolithic, with groups from the Caucasus/Near East, which may 
corroborate the key function of the Peninsula as a refuge for Central European populations during the 
Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) (Sarno et al. 2014; De Fanti et al. 2015a). The genetic uniqueness of 
the Sardinian population was inferred as an Early Neolithic genomic remnant that escaped post-LGM 
population movements due to the geographic isolation of the island (Piras et al. 2012; Francalacci et 
al. 2013; Sikora et al. 2014; Sazzini et al. 2016; Olivieri et al. 2017; Chiang et al. 2018); on the 
contrary, intense migratory waves strongly impacted the standing genomic background along the 
Italian peninsula. The most striking trend in the cline of Y-chromosome variation is from north-west 
to south-east, and possibly ascribable to two migration waves, one bringing Neolithic innovations and 
ancestries to Southern Italy along the Adriatic coast, and a later one involving only the northern 
territories (Boattini et al. 2013; Sazzini et al. 2014; De Fanti et al. 2015b). Late Neolithic/Bronze Age 
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demographic changes left strong signals on the paternal lineage and autosomal genome (Boattini et 
al. 2013; Sarno et al. 2017), while recent influences could be linked to colonial conquests and 
movements of people along commercial routes across Europe, throughout the Roman Empire and the 
Middle Ages (Fiorito et al. 2016; Sazzini et al. 2016). A stronger Eastern Mediterranean gene 
contribution has been found in Southern Italy, as the population presented genetic affinity with people 
from the Eastern Mediterranean (Crete, Cyprus and Anatolia), while an ancestral contribution 
ascribable to the Arab conquest of Sicily could be identified for the population of the island (Sarno 
et al. 2014; Sazzini et al. 2016; Sarno et al. 2017). These findings highlight and corroborate an 
extremely complex history of population movements and gene flow that involved the predecessors of 
contemporary Italians; they also justify the high degree of genetic and cultural heterogeneity that 
distinguishes the Italian population from any other European group (Capocasa et al. 2014). 
The geographical span of the Peninsula, its physical connection to Central Europe and the 
notable ecological diversity that characterizes a relatively small territory, as well as its position in the 
middle of the Mediterranean basin, likely forced the first settlers to deal with an extremely diverse 
and variable environment that could exert diverse selective pressures at a local level. A mixed 
genomic context, such as the one previously described for the Italian population, may have been a 
promising background for natural selection to act locally, triggering the evolution of novel 
adaptations (Sazzini et al. 2016). Accordingly, despite being largely understudied, investigation of 
the adaptive history of the Italian people promises to pinpoint a valuable compendium of gene-
environment interactions having played a relevant role in the evolution of European populations. 
Nevertheless, studies based on single genetic systems (i.e., mitochondrial DNA and Y 
chromosome) or on autosomal variants at high frequency prevented a thorough analysis of the 
variation range in the Italian population. In particular, low frequency variants and small-size effect 
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are inadequately scrutinized by SNP arrays, although they 
are highly effective in revealing population structure and are crucial factors in complex and adaptive 
traits, especially considering a model of polygenic adaptation, that is more realistic than a simple 
adaptive sweep (Pritchard et al. 2010a; Pritchard et al. 2010b; Gravel et al. 2011; Hernandez et al. 
2011; Keinan et al. 2012; Mathieson et al. 2012; Schrider et al. 2017; Gnecchi-Ruscone et al. 2018). 
In particular, SNP arrays make it difficult to disentangle the appearance of rare variants due to a 
recent population expansion from their contributing effect due to polygenic adaptation, so that high-
quality and high-coverage genomes need to be retrieved for analysis and putative signals of adaptation 
have to be contextualized in the demographic history of the populations under scrutiny (Schrider et 
al. 2017; Gnecchi-Ruscone et al. 2018). 
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High-coverage (90x) whole-genome sequences have been produced from 38 Italian 
individuals distributed along the peninsula to adequately scrutinize the demography and adaptive 
events that led to the modern Italian genomic background. By selecting individuals belonging to two 
uniform sub-populations (indicated as N_ITA and S_ITA) at the extremities of the variation pattern 
observable in the peninsula (Sazzini et al. 2016), the relationship of these two groups with modern 
and ancient Euro-Mediterranean clusters could be properly assessed in terms of population dynamics 
and demographic structure; furthermore, novel instances of adaptive evolution could be identified 
that, having acted differentially on the two groups under scrutiny, favored their adaptation to local  
environmental and cultural selective pressures. 
 
2.2. Materials and methods 
 
2.2.1. Sample sequencing 
38 unrelated and healthy individuals were selected from the Italian regions of Piedmont, 
Lombardy, Veneto, Emilia-Romagna, Apulia, Calabria and Sicily; in order to be proper 
representatives of the populations inhabiting the geographical areas from where they were collected 
(Sazzini et al. 2016), the grandparents’ criterion was applied, according to which all parents and 
grandparents for each individual must come from the same place. To obtain high-coverage WGS data 
(90x), sequencing libraries were produced with the TruSeq DNA PCR-Free Library Preparation Kit 
(Illumina San Diego, CA, USA) by applying a 350-bp insert size and following the producer's 
protocol. Sequencing was performed with a HiSeq X Ten Reagent Kit v2.5 for 2 × 150 cycles and a 
HiSeq X Ten sequencing platform (Illumina San Diego, CA, USA). The Isaac aligner (version 
01.14.02.18) was used to align the attained reads against reference sequence hg19 (GRCh37) of the 
human genome, by selecting a minimum PHRED quality score threshold of 20 from the 3′-end; 
variant calling was performed with the default setting of the Isaac Variant Caller (version 1.0.7). This 
tool automatically executes noise filtration using sequencing and alignment metrics, realigns the 
reads, filters base calls through pattern recognition mismatch, corrects same-strand base call quality 
to reveal error dependencies between calls, and computes Bayesian genotype probabilities (Raczy et 
al. 2013). The developers proved that this analytical approach is as accurate and sensitive as the 
mainstream methodology based on the GATK but is up to five time faster in terms of computational 
time (Raczy et al. 2013). Polymorphisms positioned in tandem repeats and homopolymer regions 
were removed, together with those having a call rate lower than 98% (Anderson et al. 2010), so that 
the set of high-quality variants for the dataset included 20,075,710 SNVs. The accuracy of the method 
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was supported by a computed transition/transversion (Ts/Tv) ratio of 2.071, which sits within the 
expected 2.0–2.1 range (DePristo et al. 2011). 
 
2.2.2. Quality control and dataset production 
The genotypes produced for the 38 Italian sequences were stored in PLINK (Purcell et al. 
2007) format files (.bim, .fam, .bed, .ped, .map) and specific quality control procedures were applied 
using functions implemented in the PLINK package (Purcell et al. 2007). The above-mentioned 
PLINK format files supply a detailed description of the variant dataset: the .bim file generally contains 
genetic information organized in six columns, which correspondingly describe, for each SNV, the 
chromosome it belongs to, a potential SNP identifier (i.e. the rs code), the mapping genetic distance 
in centiMorgans (cM), the nucleotide position on the chromosome and the alleles that characterize 
the variant, either as letters or as numbers; the .fam file is a pedigree/phenotype file that again contains 
six columns, defining the family ID to which an individual belongs, an individual identifier, paternal 
and maternal identifiers, the sex of the individual and a code that describes a potential individual 
phenotype; the .bed file is a non- human readable binary file that contains the same genotype 
information as its non-binary counterpart (i.e. the .ped file); finally, the .map file is a shortened 
version of the .bim file that contains only information belonging to its first four columns. 
In particular, SNVs were filtered out if they exhibited more than 5% of missing data and/or 
significant departures from the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, after Bonferroni correction for multiple 
testing (p < 5.2 × 10−10). Only autosomal variants were considered, by removing SNVs located on sex 
chromosomes and mitochondrial DNA, and possible ambiguous SNVs (i.e., characterized by A/T or 
C/G substitutions that would lend themselves to random chromosome copy allocation during 
haplotype reconstruction). After quality control, a “high-quality Italian dataset” was obtained 
comprising genotypes for 17,495,290 SNVs. 
The WGS dataset was merged with a previously studied Italian dataset (Sazzini et al. 2016) 
of genome-wide genotypes for 737 samples, uniformly distributed along the peninsula and with 
known origin at the level of local constituencies. This union, performed by only retaining variants 
that were present in both datasets, produced a “low-density Italian dataset” including 251,648 SNVs 
that allowed for the allocation of the WGS population clusters along the cline of variation defined by 
the previously analyzed dataset (Sazzini et al. 2016). A Procrustes analysis (Wang et al. 2010) was 
implemented for this purpose: first, a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was performed using 
the smartpca tool in the EIGENSOFT package v6.0.1 (Patterson et al. 2006); then, the coordinates of 
each individual for the most informative PCs (the ones that overall account for more than 90% of the 
dataset’s variance) were averaged within provinces and projected onto their geographic coordinates 
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by using the R vegan package. For the PCA to be accurately performed, from the merged “low-
density Italian dataset” was paramount to remove variants in high linkage disequilibrium (LD), by 
applying a threshold of r2 > 0.2 within windows of 50 SNVs and advancing by five steps.  Identity by 
descent (IBD) was also computed for each pair of subjects as the proportion of shared alleles, to detect 
unexpected genetic relatedness among subjects: a kinship coefficient of 0.125 (equal to the expected 
genome-wide identity of third-degree relatives) or lower was deemed acceptable.  
The “high-quality Italian dataset” was also separately merged with publicly available data, 
produced with the same sequencing technology, for 69 individuals belonging to 35 Euro-
Mediterranean populations (Mallick et al. 2016). This “high-density Euro-Mediterranean dataset” 
comprised 6,993,871 SNVs and was used for a dual purpose: first, to perform haplotype-based 
population structure analysis, for which the dataset was phased (i.e. haplotypes were estimated from 
genotypic data) with SHAPEIT2 v2.r790 (Delaneau et al. 2013) by using standard parameters, a 
reference panel from the 1000 Genomes Project (1000 Genomes Project Consortium, 2015) and 
HapMap phase 3 recombination maps; second, to carry out aDNA-informed population dynamics 
inferences, for which the dataset was further merged with a genome-wide panel of 559 ancient 
samples assembled from literature (Lazaridis et al. 2014; Mathieson et al. 2015; Fu et al. 2016; 
Lazaridis et al. 2017; Lipson et al. 2017; Mathieson et al. 2018; Olalde et al. 2018), to create a 
“modern + aDNA dataset” including 47,806 SNVs. 
The original “high-quality Italian dataset” was also phased as described for the “high-density 
Euro-Mediterranean dataset”; in this case, though, a reconstructed human genome was used to discern 
between ancestral and derived alleles. The state of each allele the reference human sequence was 
determined by aligning it with the Ensembl Compara 6 primates EPO genome sequences (link 
accessed 9 May 2019; Herrero et al. 2016), with the criterion that only alleles present in all the 
compared genomes were conservatively deemed ancestral. Selection scans were finally performed on 
the resulting “phased high-quality Italian dataset” with known ancestral/derived states and including 
13,381,038 SNVs. 
 
2.2.3. Haplotype sharing clustering analyses 
The phased “high-density Euro-Mediterranean dataset” was submitted to haplotype-based 
analysis using the CHROMOPAINTER/fineSTRUCTURE pipeline (Lawson et al. 2012), with the 
aim of   testing whether the Italian high-quality sequences were part of genetically uniform and 
distinct Italian clusters. CHROMOPAINTERv2 reconstructs haplotype sharing for each individual, 
by using the other samples in the dataset as “donors” but preventing self-copy. Mutation and 
recombination rates for the method were first estimated using 10 steps of the expectation-
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maximization (E-M) algorithm on a representative subset of chromosomes (4,10,15,22); mean values 
were then computed throughout all autosomes for all individuals and weighted by the number of 
variants; finally, mutation and recombination rates were plugged in to perform the complete 
CHROMOPAINTER analysis, using a number of expected haplotype chunks per genomic region 
k=100. CHROMOPAINTER outputs a matrix of counts of shared haplotype chunks that can be given 
as input to fineSTRUCTURE version fs2.1 (Lawson et al. 2012). The parameters for the algorithm 
were as follows: 1,000,000 “burn-in” iterations of MCMC; 1,000,000 iterations with sampling of the 
inferred clustering patterns every 10,000; 100,000 hill-climbing steps to improve posterior 
probability. The clusters were defined by collapsing branches of the obtained dendrogram up to the 
second-to-last splitting point, to reduce the number closely related and unsupported clusters; clades 
splitting with a posterior probability threshold lower than 80% were also collapsed until a branching 
point with probability higher than the threshold was reached. 
 
2.2.4. Inferring and dating recent admixture events  
The phased “high-density Euro-Mediterranean dataset” was also parsed with 
GLOBETROTTER (Hellenthal et al. 2014) to fine map recent events of admixture between the Italian 
and Euro-Mediterranean clusters detected by fineSTRUCTURE. 
In this case, CHROMOPAINTER was run so that the length of haplotype chunks copied from 
every donor by each individual was averaged across samples for each given cluster and the two Italian 
groups, N_ITA and S_ITA, were excluded from the donors but kept as recipients. The 
GLOBETROTTER pipeline was applied on this matrix to first deduce admixture proportions in the 
Italian clusters with the nnls function (Hellenthal et al. 2014). The result was used to provide a date 
for each admixture event. In particular, the dating procedure was first run applying the “null 
individual” option, which produces a collage of random painted chunks from different individuals in 
the dataset, to which each cluster is first compared: this is supposed to provide a standardization for 
the coancestry curves resulting from the subsequent direct comparison of the clusters. Then, each pair 
of parental groups, excluding N_ITA and S_ITA, was tested twice: once performing a first run to 
infer admixture sources, proportions and dates; the second time, the algorithm was run by inputting 
the previously obtained results and applying bootstrap resampling (100 times) to provide confidence 
intervals for the dates of admixture. 
 
2.2.5. Exploring relationships between modern and ancient populations  
To formally contextualize the genetic relationships of the N_ITA and S_ITA clusters inferred 
by fineSTRUCTURE with the ancient Eurasian genomic background, the “modern + aDNA dataset” 
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was used to perform a PCA. The EIGENSOFT package v6.0.1 (Patterson et al. 2006) provides 
a smartpca method with the option lsqproject to allow the inclusion of data with a high rate of 
missing genotypes, such as those coming from ancient DNA samples. 
Ancient samples were grouped by their archeological/cultural background and according to 
the results of the previously performed PCA. Then, an outgroup f3 statistics to evaluate the degree of 
genetic drift was implemented in the form of f3 (CHB; X Italian population cluster, Y ancient 
population cluster) as made possible by the qp3pop function present in ADMIXTOOLS (Patterson et 
al. 2012). N_ITA and S_ITA clusters were finally compared by computing the residuals in their 
outgroup f3 scores for each ancient population group, and differences exceeding ± 2 SDs from the 
mean of the distribution of residuals were deemed significant. The Chinese population (CHB) from 
the 1000 Genome Project (1000 Genome Project Consortium, 2015) was used as a proxy for an 
unadmixed group with no shared ancestry to both the Italian clusters and the modern or ancient Euro-
Mediterranean groups. 
 
2.2.6. Estimates of effective population sizes and split times  
The demographic history of the two Italian clusters was modeled by comparing it with the 
CEU population from the 1000 Genomes Project through the sequential Markovian coalescent 
(SMC++) method (Terhorst et al. 2017). This tool requires LD data emerging from a coalescent 
hidden Markov model and a population frequency spectrum to estimate changes in effective 
population size and genetic split times. According to simulations reported in Chiang et al. (2018), 
which presented models of growth for populations of European ancestry, 150 generations were set as 
the earliest time point for population size inference (T1) and 10 interpolation timepoints were 
provided (Chiang et al. 2018). A mutation rate of 1.25 × 10−8 mutations/nucleotide/generation 
(Chiang et al. 2018) and a generation time of 29 years (Langergraber et al. 2012) were applied to 
convert the estimates of Ne and split times provided by SMC++. 
 
2.2.7. Genomic signatures of natural selection  
As the fineSTRUCTURE analysis confirmed two distinct Italian population clusters, the 
“phased high-quality Italian dataset” could be split in two groups, corresponding to the individuals 
associated with either N_ITA or S_ITA, and used to detect signatures of selection for the separate 
groups. The complementary statistics nSL and DIND were applied to infer different instances of 
positive selection. 
The first applied test was the nSL statistics (i.e. the number of segregating sites by length) that 
was designed in order to be able to detect both hard and soft sweeps having affected patterns of 
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haplotype homozigosity as a consequence of the action of relatively recent positive selection, 
respectively on newly arisen or already existent genetic variants (Ferrer-Admetlla et al. 2014). In fact, 
a selective sweep represents an unexpected reduction of nucleotide variation surrounding an 
inheritable nucleotide substitution. In details, a hard sweep (or classic selective sweep) is expected to 
happen when a rare beneficial de novo mutation appears in the gene pool of a given population and 
being advantageous, rapidly increases in frequency thus reducing population diversity. A soft sweep 
instead happens when a pre-existing neutral variant (i.e. standing variation) strives in a new 
environment, becoming beneficial and thus spreading rapidly in the population, but insisting on a 
previously existing genomic background. 
In particular, the nSL test was proved to be more robust to variation in recombination rates 
and to the confounding effects due to demography with respect to other haplotype-based tests and 
was thus highly suitable to be applied to WGS data (Ferrer-Admetlla et al. 2014). 
Computation of nSL scores for each SNV require a matrix H, with rows denoting the 
haplotypes and columns containing the segregating sites. Each value in the matrix could either be 0, 
if the haplotype had an ancestral allele in that position, or 1 there was a derived allele. For each SNV, 
the haplotypes were divided in two groups: one (D(k)) having the derived allele for the core variant 
(pk) and the other (A(k)) with the ancestral allele in the same position. Any two haplotypes i and j in 
each group were picked and the length of the longest continuous section containing identical alleles 
in both haplotypes was computed as hapmax(pk). For each variant, then, all these lengths in each were 
put together and divided by the squared dimension of the group; the value obtained for the ancestral 
allele at each SNV is divided by the value obtained for the derived allele and, finally, the natural 









While the nSL infer extensive genomic regions that plausibly underwent positive selection, 
the DIND (derived intra-allelic nucleotide diversity) statistic has the potential to fine map adaptive 
variants. The same matrix H and a similar grouping concept is applied for DIND computation, but 
given a window of fixed size, the direct number of differences (hapdiff) among haplotypes in the same 
group is assessed (Fagny et al. 2014) and the score not logarithmically scaled: 
 
 








The combination of these two tests seems advantageous, since nSL focuses on the examination 
for the longest common fragments among haplotypes, can highlight instances of positive selection 
represented by both hard and soft sweeps, the DIND test accounts for the overall differences between 
haplotypes around the derived allele, and was specifically developed for the identification of hard 
sweeps. In particular, when compared to other haplotype-based tests, the DIND statistics is robust to 
uneven sequencing coverage and small sample size (Barreiro et al. 2009), while the nSL is less 
influenced by disparity in recombination rates and demographic effects (Ferrer-Admettla et al. 2014). 
For the purpose of this study, variants showing DAF lower than 0.2 were filtered out, as DIND results 
were demonstrably biased around these frequencies (Fagny et al. 2014), and the statistical score was 
computed for each variant using self-customized Python scripts. nSL comptation was instead carried 
out through the selscan v1.1.0b package (Szpiech et al. 2014), by considering a maximal window 
size of 4500 consecutive loci and an extension of haplotype homozygosity of 200kb. 
The BALLET pipeline (DeGiorgio et al. 2014) was further applied to test for the occurrence 
of ancient events of balancing selection in the two Italian clusters by accounting for the spatial 
distribution of polymorphisms and substitutions along the genome. The genome of an outgroup 
species (i.e., P. troglodytes) is compared to each individual in the tested group: all SNVs that did not 
show any differences between the test and the outgroup were removed, while the number of 
polymorphisms (inter-individual changes in the test group) and substitutions (inter-specific changes) 
for each site was computed. Each accounted variant was then associated to its recombination value, 
and a date of six million years ago for a coalescent event between H. sapiens and P. troglodytes was 
provided as the final input for the BALLET method. 
Finally, in order to focus on signatures of selection that were peculiar of the selective pressures 
endured by the Italian groups, all of the scans for selection were replicated on CEU and IBS sequences 
provided publicly by the 1000 Genomes Project (1000 Genomes Project Consortium, 2015): shared 
signals between Italians and other populations of Western European ancestry were removed, as they 
may have arisen in the common ancestor of these populations and are not specific adaptations to the 
environment of the Italian Peninsula. The lack of a congruent number of high-coverage genomes from 
other populations of Southern European origin prevented further filtering. 
 
2.2.8. Gene network analysis  
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The paramount assumption underlying the polygenic model is that several variants conferring 
an adaptive advantage through haplotypes at low-to-moderate frequency may be much more 
indicative of a realistic model of adaptation, than a significant spike in frequency of a single favorable 
haplotype (Pritchard et al. 2010b, Gnecchi-Ruscone et al. 2018). In particular, single-gene selection 
scans have low power in detecting relatively weak selective events, which appear to insist on alleles 
that are relatively sparse in a population. Instead of studying the results obtained at the single variant 
or gene level for nSL, DIND and BALLET, the genome-wide distribution of the above-mentioned 
selection scores was tested in a model closely resembling polygenic adaptation, so that gene networks 
enriched for weaker signals of selection could be inferred. The approach suggested by the signet 
algorithm (Guoy et al. 2017) tests whether natural selection has acted at the level of gene networks 
in order to drive the adaptation of overall functional pathways (Gnecchi-Ruscone et al. 2018). The 
input to the signet algorithm was provided by locating the genes in which the SNVs fall and 
considering, for each gene, the highest DIND, nSL, and BALLET score among those associated to 
the variants that it contains. Functional pathways can be provided by referring to the Kyoto 
Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) database, on which the algorithm proceeds with two 
computations: first, for each provided network, the highest scoring subnetwork (HSS) is estimated 
through a simulated annealing approach, by starting with a random subnetwork, computing the 
normalized mean score of its nodes (or genes), and then iteratively adding or subtracting a node and 
computing the normalized mean score of the new subnetwork, in search of the global maximum score; 
then,  a “null distribution” of scores is produced by shuffling gene values across networks, then a 
network is randomly picked with a probability proportional to its size, its HSS is computed as 
described previously and this procedure is iterated 10.000 times to obtain a distribution of values. 
Finally, a p-value is computed by comparing the HSS obtained in the first step with the null 
distribution in the second step and assessing the proportion of random subnetworks of comparable 
size that have a normalized mean score equal to or larger than the HSS score. Gene subnetworks with 
significant p-values (p < 0.05) were identified with this procedure for each population cluster (N_ITA, 
S_ITA, CEU, IBS) using as input each of the computed selection statistics, and graphically mapped 
using Cytoscape v3.6.0 (Shannon et al. 2003). 
 
2.3. Results and discussion 
A high-quality dataset including 38 Italian samples and 17,495,290 SNVs was assembled and 
self-reported ancestry for the donor individuals were verified with a Procrustes analysis including 
genotype data from 737 Italians of certain geographical origin (Sazzini et al. 2016). The 38 samples 
accordingly distributed among the clusters identified as N_ITA and S_ITA (Figure 2.3.1), at opposite 
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extremes across the latitudinal cline of Italian variation (Ogata et al. 1999; Franceschini et al. 2013; 
Sazzini et al. 2016). 
Figure 2.3.1: Procrustes analysis of the Italian data. The genomic coordinates (group labels) of the first and second 
principal components are averaged across individuals for the same location and projected onto the geographical 
coordinates (colored dots) of the population samples. Dotted lines highlight the differences in genetics with respect to 
geography. According to Sazzini et al. (2016), Northern Italian provinces are colored in blue; Central Italian provinces in 
bright green; Southern Italian provinces in red; Sardinian provinces in dark green. The mean of genomic (N_ITA and 
S_ITA) and geographic coordinates for the high-quality samples sequenced in the present study are displayed in black. 
From Sazzini et al. (2020). 
 
2.3.1. The Euro-Mediterranean genomic landscape  
WGS data (Mallick et al. 2016) were retrieved from literature and assembled with the 38 high-
quality Italian genomes to create a “high-density Euro-Mediterranean dataset” on which to run 
fineSTRUCTURE analysis, retrieve a co-ancestry matrix and build a dendrogram based on its results 
(Fig. 1a). Italian samples located on two opposite branches of the dendrogram. In detail, S_ITA 
subjects clustered apart from N_ITA ones and in close proximity the Cretan cluster, branching out 
from the node originating also the bulk of individuals from Caucasus, which can be separated in 
Northern Caucasian (Adygei, Chechens, Lezgins and North Ossetians) and Southern Caucasian 
(Armenians, Georgians, Turks, and Abkhasians) clusters. The S_ITA/Cretan/Caucasian macro clade 
further diverged from a node basal to both Near Eastern (i.e., Bedouins, Palestinians, and Jordanians) 
and North African (i.e., Mozabites and Saharawi) populations. In the other branch of the dendrogram, 
N_ITA individuals formed a cluster that included with Bulgarian, Albanian and Iberian samples; this 
clade resulted appreciably different from Sardinians and both diverged from a node that takes to the 
Basques and the rest of the European populations in the dataset, which can be separated in two main 
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clusters: a Central-Western European one (i.e., Hungarians, French, British, Czechs, Polish, and 
Orcadians people) and a North-Eastern European (i.e., Estonians, Russians, Norwegians, Finnish, and 
Icelandic people) (Figure 2.3.1.1a). 
fineSTRUCTURE clustering, then, highlights a substantial separation of N_ITA and S_ITA 
clusters, and is supported by genome-wide estimates of differentiation (Fst = 0.0021; p value < 10−6). 
Along the Italian Peninsula, these two groups have been shown to include considerable frequencies 
of the most divergent ancestries in the Italian population, while being genetically connected by a 
Central Italian cluster deprived of other ancestry proportions (Boattini et al. 2013; Fiorito et al. 2016; 
Sazzini et al. 2016; Sarno et al. 2017). fineSTRUCTURE also hints at a more general trend of 
divergence at the Euro-Mediterranean level, with S_ITA being genetically closer to groups from 
Crete and the Caucasus, while N_ITA shows higher affinity with populations from the Balkans 
(Figure 2.3.1.1a). The pattern described for S_ITA may be linked to genetic contributions of people 
from the Near East and Caucasus during the Neolithic and Bronze Age, as the Caucasus was the likely 
source of a Bronze Age migration that involved Southern Italy around the same time as the steppe-





Fig. 2.3.1.1 Clustering analysis, admixture and ancestry proportions. a) Population clusters as defined by 
fineSTRUCTURE. N_ITA clusters with Iberian and Balkan individuals with a posterior probability higher than the 
threshold of 80%. b) Proportion of chunks shared between Italian clusters (recipients) and the other populations in the 
dendrogram (donors), according to CHROMOPAINTER. c) GLOBETROTTER inference of ancestry proportions for the 
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Italian clusters. The bar on the left represents the major source of admixture. The Figure is color-coded so that each color 
corresponds to a cluster in the fineSTRUCTURE dendrogram. From Sazzini et al. (2020). 
 
2.3.2. Recent admixture events shaped Italian clusters diversity  
CHROMOPAINTER was used to investigate proportions of chromosome sharing among 
individuals for the different identified clusters. Italian groups both shared similar percentages of DNA 
chunks with Sardinians (N_ITA, 48%; S_ITA, 43%) and Northern Caucasians (~ 10%), which is in 
line with the theory that Early Neolithic and Bronze Age populations contributed essentially to the 
European genetic landscape. S_ITA was characterized by a 30% genome sharing with Near Eastern 
groups, a contribution that is absent in N_ITA, as well as 17% of chunks shared with Southern 
Caucasian groups, although it has been noted that Southern Caucasian populations share close genetic 
characteristics with people from the Near East (Mallick et al. 2016) and this similarity may influence 
the sharing pattern. N_ITA, on the other hand, showed elevated proportions of the genome in common 
with Eastern and Northern European groups (19%) and the Basques (12%), which are not observed 
in S_ITA (Figure 2.3.1.1b). 
CHROMOPAINTER profiles were then used to infer plausible proportions related to a recent 
admixture event involving the Euro-Mediterranean clusters to produce the genetic background of 
N_ITA and S_ITA have been estimated using GLOBETROTTER on the profiles previously 
generated by CHROMOPAINTER. Both Italian clusters were characterized by admixture between a 
Northern European population (plus a Basque contribution in case of N_ITA) and a Near 
Eastern/North African source (Figure 2.3.1.1c and Table 2.3.2.1), although with inverse proportions 
of admixture: 59% European and 41% Near East for N_ITA; 32% European and 68% Near East for 
S_ITA. Gene flow dates were estimated with a 95% confidence interval to highlight that the 
admixture events seemed to overlap in time, in a range that goes from 1.2 to 2 kya and with the S_ITA 
gene flow event being relatively more recent (Table 2.3.2.2). Previous studies (Fiorito et al. 2016; 
Sazzini et al. 2016) support the notion that the contributions from Europe may be ascribable to the 
key commercial routes established during the Roman Empire and the Middle Ages, involving 
predominantly Northern Italy as a passageway to the continent, while Middle Eastern and North 
African gene flow appear to be concordant with the historical Muslim conquests in Central and 
Southern Italy. It has also to be taken into consideration that these admixture events may have not 
introduced novel genetic components to the genetic background of the Italian population as a whole, 
but rather shaped the different genomic landscapes of N_ITA and S_ITA by emphasizing a 
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Table 2.3.2.2.  GLOBETROTTER results for inferred admixture dates. 
Cluster 
Date         
(N gen.) 
95% CI     
(N gen.) 
Date      
(ya)  
95% CI     
(ya) 
N_ITA 62 51.7 - 71.5 1,798 1,499 - 2,074 
S_ITA 50 41.9 - 63.1 1,450 1,215 - 1,829 
          N gen., number of generations; CI, confidence interval; ya, years ago. 
 
2.3.3. Exploring the ancient genetic legacy of Italian population clusters 
Genome-wide data for 559 ancient samples were assembled with the modern Euro-
Mediterranean dataset in order to push the inference of genetic ancestry for the Italian population 
clusters back in time, beyond the timescale of the GLOBETROTTER method. 
A two-step “nested” PCA was performed, with the modern patterns of genetic variation used 
as the space in which the ancient data were then projected, so that a differentiation in clustering with 
modern and ancient samples became noticeable for the two Italian groups (Fig. 2.3.3.1). N_ITA 
individuals, which associated with samples from the Iberian Peninsula (IBS) in the mass of 
contemporary Southwestern Europeans, showed a peculiar proximity with Neolithic and Copper Age 
samples from Central Europe, England and the Balkans, as well as a Czech individual associated with 
the Corded Ware culture. It is also noteworthy that the plotted centroid of the N_ITA cluster is 
proximal to the Remedello sample from the Copper Age found in Northern Italy. On the other hand, 
S_ITA individuals showed relatedness with modern Cretans and Greeks, along with Anatolian and 
Levantine remains from the Neolithic, Copper Age, and Bronze Age, and a Cretan sample belonging 
to the Minoan civilization (Figure 2.3.3.1). 
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Fig. 2.3.3.1 PCA analysis including aDNA samples. In all panels, centroids for N_ITA and S_ITA clusters are 
respectively reported in a black dot and black triangle, while modern samples are reported in gray dots. PC1 accounts for 
2.24% of the total variance; PC2 accounts for 1.87 of the residual variance. a) Mesolithic/Paleolithic samples, plus 
Neolithic Levant. b) Early/middle Neolithic European samples. c) European samples from the Bell Beaker culture. d) 
Late Neolithic/Bronze Age samples. From Sazzini et al. (2020). 
 
Ancient samples were then used to quantify shared genetic drift with the present-day Italian 
groups, by computing f3 statistics. For this purpose, the ancient individuals were clustered in a PCA-
informed manner and according to their archeological context. The outgroup f3 scores for N_ITA and 
S_ITA were then compared to evaluate differences in ancestral contribution between them. 
Significant residual of outgroup f3 values were observed for specific ancient clusters 
(Figure 2.3.3.2): negative residuals, indicating closer genetic similarity to the S_ITA group, 
exceeding one standard deviation (SD) from the mean of the residual distribution highlighted affinity 
to Caucasus hunter-gatherers as well as Anatolian, Near East, Greek and Balkan Neolithic and Bronze 
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Age samples, with Levant and Iranian Neolithic remains surpassing two SDs. On the other hand, the 
N_ITA cluster was characterized by closer affinity (positive residuals over one SD from the mean of 
the distribution) with the Copper Age Remedello specimen, as well as Bronze Age and hunter-
gatherer remains from Central-Eastern Europe; values exceeding two SDs were instead peculiar to 
the Villabruna cluster and Central European hunter-gatherers (Figures 2.3.3.1 and 2.3.3.2). 
 
 
Fig. 2.3.3.2 Distribution of outgroup f3 residuals.  The difference in score, computed as f3 (Han Chinese (CHB); X 
Italian population cluster, X ancient population cluster) to test the N_ITA and S_ITA clusters against each ancient 
population group, is reported on the x-axis. Negative values suggest closer affinity of each ancient group to S_ITA, while 
positive values suggest the same for N_ITA. A continuous grey line and a dashed line indicate the limit of one and two 
standard deviations from the mean of the distribution. Residuals exceeding one SDs are in white; those exceeding two 
SDs are in black. Squares are used for ancient groups closer to N_ITA; triangle for groups closer to S_ITA. From Sazzini 
et al. (2020). 
 
The results obtained with aDNA samples are consistent with the hypothesis of Southern Italy 
having been at the limit of a Mediterranean passageway that facilitated the dissemination of farming 
from Southeastern Europe (Sazzini et al. 2014; Hofmanova et al. 2016; Omrak et al. 2016), with 
Neolithic migrations from Anatolia and the Caucasus having left stronger traces in the genomic 
landscape of the S_ITA group. It is also coherent to suppose that a Chalcolithic/Bronze Age migration 
wave from the same geographic area may have reached the peninsula later, from a Mediterranean 
route (Mathieson et al. 2018). This observation also justifies the patterns of haplotype sharing that 
are predominant in S_ITA by providing a direct link with present-day populations from the Near East 
and Southern Caucasus (Figure 2.3.1.1b). 
When considering the N_ITA cluster, the increased affinity with Copper and Bronze age 
samples from Central and Eastern Europe justify the higher ancestry proportions shared with modern 
Northeastern European populations. However, signatures referring to European hunter-gatherers, the 
Late Glacial “El Miron” cluster and the post-Ice Age “Villabruna cluster” (Figure 2.3.3.2) cannot be 
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simply justified by a direct link between these Upper Paleolithic groups and N_ITA. A plausible 
theory, recently supported by studies on both uniparental markers and autosomal SNP-chip data 
(Boattini et al. 2013; Sazzini et al. 2016; Sarno et al. 2017), postulates an almost complete 
replacement of the local Paleolithic genetic background during the Neolithic migrations to Northern 
Italy and the reappearance of early European genetic components reintroduced since 4.5 kya by 
populations retaining consistent pre-Neolithic ancestry proportions, such as the Yamnaya pastoralists 
from the Caspian steppe during the Early Bronze age (Haak et al. 2015; Mathieson et al. 2015; 
Allentoft et al. 2015; Olalde, 2018). For example, the “El Miron” Cluster, dated 19-14 kya, retained 
an ancestry fraction that was found all over Europe before the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) and 
was reintroduced in the continent from the Southwestern refugia (Fu et al. 2016). Similarly, the 
closeness to the “Villabruna Cluster” may attest the influence exerted by the spread of the 
Epigravettian culture on the Northern Italian genomic background since the end of the LGM (Fu et 
al. 2016). 
 
2.3.4. Inferring effective population sizes and divergence time between Italian clusters  
Population size dynamics in terms of change in effective population size (Ne) and genetic 
separation between N_ITA and S_ITA clusters were explicitly modeled Sequential Markov 
Coalescent + plenty of unlabeled samples (SMC++) method, also including a population of Northern 
and Western European ancestry (CEU) for comparison purposes. Results highlight that ancestors of 
all groups experienced a decline in Ne in the period 130-70kya, possibly reflecting the characteristic 
bottleneck (reduction in population numerosity and genetic diversity) that happened during and after 
the Out-of-Africa migrations of modern humans. Colonization of Europe was followed by a 
characteristic demographic expansion around 30 Kya, during which the ancestors of Italians 
maintained an increasing Ne that is higher than the Central European test cluster (Figure 2.3.4.1). 
This result agrees with previous estimations of past population size for Southern and Continental 
European populations (Schiffels and Durbin, 2014). Moreover, if a scenario with no post-divergence 
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Figure 2.3.4.1. Results from the SMC++ method. Coalescent-based inference of effective population size trajectories 
of N_ITA and S_ITA groups are indicated in blue and red, respectively. The inferred trajectory for the reference 
population, CEU, is marked as a dotted line. From Sazzini et al. (2020). 
 
Overall, results of the coalescent-based SMC++ method fits well with the differentiation in 
ancestry composition explained for N_ITA and S_ITA. A higher Ne deduced for S_ITA up to the Late 
Glacial Maximum might be fitting with the idea of Southern Italy as a refuge during this period (Sarno 
et al. 2014; Sazzini et al. 2014; De Fanti et al. 2015b), although its statistical significance is 
impossible to be tested. A more substantial contribution to gene flow in S_ITA may also be causative 
of the difference in Ne observed with N_ITA, as already estimated for Southern and Continental 
European groups (Schiffels and Durbin, 2014). Moreover, we have to consider that the estimated 
population split time is a rough estimate, based on the theoretical assumption that gene flow did not 
occur after N_ITA and S_ITA diverged. In this case, genetic differentiation between the Italian 
clusters can be pushed back to the end of the LGM (Figure 2.3.4.1), when post-glacial demographic 
processes started to differentially shape the gene pool of the two groups. 
 
2.3.5. Disentangling the action of positive and balancing selection on the Italian genomes  
Instances of positive and balancing selection acting on ancestors of N_ITA and S_ITA 
populations were identified through three statistical tests: the derived intra-allelic nucleotide diversity 
(DIND) score, the number of segregating sites by length (nSL) test, and the BALancing selection 
LikElihood Test (BALLET). The distributions of these statistics were then given as input for gene 
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network analyses aimed at modeling polygenic adaptation. All the presented analytical steps were 
repeated on the IBS and CEU populations from the 1000 Genomes Project, and signatures of selection 
shared between any of them and any Italian group were removed. The filtering approach allowed to 
limit the selective signatures most probably dependent on environmental pressures peculiar of the 
Italian Peninsula. 
According to the DIND test, both Italian clusters show signals of positive selection for the 
RIMS2 and PCLO genes involved in insulin exocytosis (Figure 2.3.5.1 and Table 2.3.5.1). The nSL 
also identified a gene network in the insulin secretion pathway in the N_ITA cluster but made up of 
different loci (Figure 2.3.5.2). Several of them (ADCY2, ADCY3, ADCY9, and GNAS) also play a 
role in the regulation of lipolysis and thermogenesis; adenylate cyclase (ADCY) genes make the 
highest number of connections and are relevant to the longevity regulating pathway. Variants 
encoding for the main subunit of long-lasting high voltage activated calcium channels 
(CACNA1C and CACNA1D) are also involved in the development of type II diabetes (Reinbothe et 
al. 2013). 
 
Figure 2.3.5.1. The Insulin secretion pathway. Supported interactions (from experimental data in pink; from database 
information in light blue) among genes in the Insulin secretion pathway (ko04911) were inferred on STRING using the 
reference gene list present in the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG). Blue circles highlight genes 
subjected to positive selection in N_ITA only; loci with black circles appear under positive selection in both N_ITA and 
S_ITA clusters. Most of genes under selection concur to the composition of the Longevity regulating (ko04211), 
Thermogenesis (ko04714), Glucagon signaling (ko04922), Regulation of lipolysis in adipocytes (ko04923), Type II 
diabetes mellitus (ko04930) pathways. From Sazzini et al. (2020). 
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29 5 8.386 0.023 
GALNT10 C1GALT1 GALNT13 GALNTL6 
ENSG00000259075 
Pathway size, number of genes belonging to the pathway; Network size, number of genes composing the identified 
network; HSS, highest scoring subnetwork. 
 
Evolutionary adaptation of the Mucin type O-glycan biosynthesis pathway was supposed to 
have happened in S_ITA, according to DIND results (Figure 2.3.5.2 and Table 2.3.5.2). The 
identified network encodes for mucins, glycosylated proteins that are found on mucosal surfaces and 
cellular membranes and prevent pathogen adhesion (McGuckin et al. 2011). 
 
 
Figure 2.3.5.2. The Mucin type O-glycan biosynthesis pathway. Supported interactions (from experimental data in pink; 
from database information in light blue) among genes in the Mucin type O-glycan biosynthesis pathway (ko00512) were 
inferred on STRING using the reference gene list present in the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG). 
Loci with black circles appear under positive selection in S_ITA clusters. From Sazzini et al. (2020). 
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50 10 6.556 0.016 
ADCY2 ADCY3 ADCY9 ADCYAP1R1 






29 11 5.573 0.034 
GALNT2 GCNT3 GALNT10 C1GALT1 




45 13 5.542 0.035 
BMP2 FZD2 GLI2 GLI3 PTCH1 WNT7A 
WNT7B WNT8A WNT2B FZD1 FZD10 
WNT4 WNT5B 
Pathway size, number of genes belonging to the pathway; Network size, number of genes composing the identified 
network; HSS, highest scoring subnetwork. 
 
nSL results support the findings based on the DIND statistics in S_ITA, highlighting a gene 
network in the mucin type O-glycan biosynthesis pathway (Figure 2.3.5.2 and Table 2.3.5.2). 
Furthermore, genes belonging to the the basal cell carcinoma pathway are found to be positive 
selection (Table 2.3.5.2). Most of these genes encode for G protein-coupled receptors (FZD) and Wnt 
glycoproteins that are relevant to melanin production. 
Events of balancing selection at several different gene networks were inferred for both the 
Italian population clusters (Table 2.3.5.3): a cluster of loci, known to play a role in the FoxO 
signaling and longevity regulating pathways, included several ADCY genes, some of which 
(ADCY2 and ADCY9) were identified by scans for positive selection in N_ITA, as well as mitogen-
activated protein kinase (MAPK) genes (Table 2.3.5.3);  different network was related to glycerolipid 
and arachidonic acid metabolisms, as it included glycerol phosphate acyltransferase 
(GPAT/AGPAT/MBOAT), diacylglycerol kinase (DGKA), lipid phosphatase (LPIN/PLPP) and 
phospholipase (e.g., PLA2G/PLB). N_ITA was characterized by two gene networks, one pertinent to 
glycolysis/gluconeogenesis and a second one including protein kinase C (PRKC) and phospholipase 
(PLCG/PLCB) loci, which play a relevant role in glucagon signaling, and insulin resistance pathways 
(Table 2.3.5.3). A network specifically under balancing selection in S_ITA is the longevity regulating 
pathway, characterized by MAP kinase 1 (MAPK1), phospholipases (PLA2G4) and the metabotropic 
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HSS p-value Genes 
N_ITA 
FoxO signaling 59 16 4.849 0.017 
ADCY2 ADCY5 ADCY8 ADCY9 CACNA1A 
CACNA1B CNR1 GNG10 KCNJ6 
PRKACG MAPK1 MAPK11 MAPK10 
MAPK12 GNG13 GNG2 
Glycerolipid 
metabolism 
87 12 4.648 0.024 
DGKB PLA2G1B PLD1 PLA2G6 PLPP1 




30 10 4.764 0.019 
ALDH2 ALDH3A1 ALDH1A3 ALDH3B2 





88 7 4.367 0.039 
ITPR1 PLCG2 PRKCE PRKCG PRKCH 
PLCB1 TRPV4 
S_ITA 
FoxO signaling 59 20 4.242 0.031 
ADCY1 ADCY2 ADCY5 ADCY6 ADCY8 
ADCY9 CACNA1A CACNA1B CNR1 
GNG7 GNGT1 GNGT2 KCNJ3 KCNJ5 




87 27 4.843 0.012 
CDS1 DGKB DGKG PLA2G4A PLD1 
PLA2G6 DGKD PLA2G4C PLPP1 PLPP3 
CDS2 DGKI LPIN2 CEPT1 PEMT LPIN1 
PISD PLA2G3 LPCAT2 AGPAT4 GPAM 




55 9 4.224 0.033 
GNA12 GNAZ GRM1 PLA2G4A 
PPP2R1A PRKCG MAPK1 PLA2G4C 
PLA2G4F 
Pathway size, number of genes belonging to the pathway; Network size, number of genes composing the identified 
network; HSS, highest scoring subnetwork. 
 
According to the presented results, insulin-related genes seem to be under complex positive 
and balancing selection along the Italian peninsula. In particular, it appears as though the first 
selective events related to insulin modulation have occurred in the common ancestors to both N_ITA 
and S_ITA (Figure 2.3.5.1 and Table 2.3.5.1), while a distributed event of more recent positive 
selection characterized ten genes in Northern Italian people only, regulating key processes pertaining 
to glucose homeostasis (Figure 2.3.5.2 and Table 2.3.5.2). In particular, ADCY genes 
(especially ADCY3) are essential in thermogenesis processes, adiposity control and modulate 
predisposition to T2D and obesity (Cooper, 2003; Keele et al. 2018; Tian et al. 2018). Moreover, 
balancing selection tests revealed specific adaptive events in N_ITA: for ALDH genes involved in 
glycolysis, as well as PRKC and PLCG/PLCB in insulin resistance and the onset of diabetic 
complications (Table 2.3.5.3). 
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We can, then, speculate that the signatures of selection shared between N_ITA and S_ITA 
clusters might exemplify the legacy of retreating human groups towards Southern Italy during the 
LGM (Sarno et al. 2014; Sazzini et al. 2014; De Fanti et al. 2015b). In a colder environment and with 
an animal-based high-energy/high-fat diet (Vercellotti et al. 2008), ancestral populations could freely 
admix for 10,000 years, long enough to have optimized their energy metabolism. This proposition 
finds further support when it is considered that most populations of Western European ancestry 
showcase adaptive events dating to the LGM and strongly correlating with climate cooling and short-





Fig. 2.3.5.4 Environmental pressures, adaptive events and health consequences. Putative selective pressures 
prompting local adaptations are on the left; biological processes under selection in groups ancestral to modern Italians are 
reported in the center, on a colored background (blue for N_ITA, red for S_ITA); health repercussions on modern Italians 
are reported in grey text. The cline of adaptations potentially modulating the longevity phenotype, especially in people 
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Populations expanding towards Northern Italy during the Late Glacial would have followed 
the edge of the retiring ice sheets, continuously experiencing a colder climate with respect to 
individuals in the Southern Italian region, thus being subjected to a seemingly constant selective 
pressure for several more millennia, until recent historical times (Kaniewski et al. 2013; Tournebize 
et al. 2019). This climatic background could have contributed, along with differential gene flow and 
ancestral contributions to Northern and Southern Italy in relatively recent times, to the differentiation 
of selection signatures between the two Italian groups, with prolonged selective pressures especially 
on the ancestors of the N_ITA cluster that stimulated adaptations in metabolic pathways related to 
insulin sensitivity, adipose tissue and thermogenesis (Figure 2.3.5.4). As most of the loci specifically 
under selection in N_ITA, when dysfunctional, are related to the insurgence of obesity and type 2 
diabetes, these evolutionary events may have biomedical relevance: today’s richer nutritional 
environment, in fact, may be counterbalanced by past adaptive evolutions to a sparce but highly 
caloric diet, as reflected by the incidence of T2D being almost halved in Northern Italy 
(https://www.istat.it/it/files/2017/07/REPORT_DIABETE.pdf). This observation also corroborates 
contemporary research concerning ADCY3 as a target for the elaboration of anti-obesity drugs (Wu 
et al. 2016; Grarup et al. 2018). 
Putative targets of selection specific to the S_ITA cluster included loci in the mucin synthesis 
pathway and in melanogenesis (Tables 2.3.5.1 and 2.3.5.2). C1GALT1 in the mucin pathway is 
particularly relevant, as several genome-wide association studies indicated a correlation of some of 
its variants with the most diffused kidney inflammation, immunoglobulin-A nephropathy (IgAN; 
Gale et al. 2017). Epidemiologic data point out a higher prevalence of this pathology in Northern 
Italian regions than in Southern Italy (Kiryluk et al. 2012). Moreover, several microorganisms, such 
as Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Entamoeba histolytica and Burkholderia cepacia are known to 
enzimatically deactivate mucins to overcome mucosal barriers and their geographical distribution 
positively correlates to temperature, but negatively with IgAN incidence (Bevivino et al. 2002; 
Blessman et al. 2003; Gale et al. 2017). This observation points to a potentially higher frequency of 
exposure to these and other similar pathogens in the warmer Southern Italian climate after the LGM, 
triggering ancestral adaptive evolution and justifying reduced susceptibility to IgAN in modern 
S_ITA individuals (Figure 2.3.5.4). 
Moreover, the selection signatures at FZD/Wnt genes involved in melanogenesis, that are 
specific for Southern Italy, may have been triggered by the exposure to higher UV-B radiation, thanks 
to a mean value of annual solar radiation that is nearly double with respect to Northern Italy (Figure 
2.3.5.4). The FZD/Wnt genes, under selection in S_ITA, regulate the expression of the 
microphthalmia-associated transcription factor (MITF), which modulates pigmentation genes 
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(e.g., TYR, TYRP1, and TYRP2) and, by extension, melanogenesis in response to environmental 
stimuli (D’Mello et al. 2016).  The participation of the FZD/Wnt genes under selection in the basal 
cell carcinoma pathway is also supported by studies revealing an oncogenic role of the melanin-
regulating loci in skin cancers (Levy et al.2006), as it is known that extended UV exposure is the 
main risk factor for the development of skin malignancies. Several studies pointed out that protection 
to UV damage would also prevent micronutrient photodegradation in the skin and favor sweat-
mediated thermoregulation (Jablonski and Chaplin, 2000), thus pointing to reduced skin cancer 
predisposition as a secondary advantage in S_ITA (Figure 2.3.5.4); this is in agreement with the 
incidence of melanomas in Southern Italy being half of what reported for the northern regions 
(Palmieri et al. 2015). 
 
2.3.6. Pleiotropic genes and the longevity phenotype 
Several of the biological processes under selection, especially in the S_ITA cluster, include 
loci that are also related to the achievement of the longevity phenotype (Figure 2.3.5.4 and Table 
2.3.5.3). Positive selection of the FZD/Wnt genes in the mTOR signaling pathway are particularly 
relevant, as variants at these loci have been shown to deter age-related ailments or to directly influence 
the attainment of longevity in humans (Weichhart, 2018). It is also notable that several genes under 
selection in S_ITA explicitly belonging to the longevity regulating pathway, especially different 
mutations in phospholipase A2 isozymes that have been invariably linked with the development of 
neurodegenerative diseases (Yagami et al. 2014; Ong et al. 2015; Deng and Li 2019), indicating that 
protection from neurological ailments could enhance the attainment of longevity as a healthy 
phenotype. These observations also corroborate recent findings showing that Italian centenarians, 
irrespective of their geographic origin, genetically cluster with people from Southern Italy (Giuliani 
et al. 2018a; Giuliani et al. 2018b). 
Selection around loci responsible for the synthesis of arachidonic acid also suggests that 
adaptive events in response to pathogen exposure, when maintained in the modern Italian gene pool, 
may be secondarily useful to counterbalance the pro-inflammatory effects of contemporary diets, 
contributing to longevity (Giuliani et al. 2018b). Balancing selection around genes in the FoxO 
signaling pathway is also relevant to exceptional longevity, as this pathway exerts control and 
monitoring of metabolic stress induced by dietary restriction, insulin imbalance and pathogen 
exposure (Li et al. 2009). This is also a novel observation, as dietary- and pathogen-driven selective 
pressures have been observed so far only at the single-gene level, for FOXO3 (Anselmi et al. 2009; 
Flachsbart et al. 2009; Flachsbart et al. 2017).  
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Chapter 3: Worldwide genetic variability of APOE in longevity  
 
3.1. Introduction 
Candidate gene studies and genome-wide analyses pertaining the genetics of extreme 
longevity as a healthy phenotype invariably pinpoint apolipoprotein E (APOE) as one of the most 
influential genes in achieving old age. In fact, its multiple effects and its pattern of variability across 
human populations offer intriguing perspectives on the evolutionary relationships between human 
genetics and environmental variables. In the following paragraphs, the APOE gene and protein are 
described in terms of structure, together with their physiological functions and pathological 
implications; worldwide human variability of APOE is introduced and integrated by a novel analysis 
of ancient and modern human data; finally, APOE trade-off mechanisms that would explain the 
conservation of deleterious isoforms are explained. 
 
3.2. APOE structure and models 
Human APOE is a 299-amino acid long circulating protein mainly produced by hepatocytes, 
adipocytes and astrocytes, with the chief function of collecting plasma lipoproteins and cholesterol 
(Tedla et al. 2004; Kockx et al. 2018). The lipid-free protein (Figure 3.2.1a) is characterized by two 
folded domains: a N-terminal elongated domain covering residues 1–167 and a more relaxed C-
terminal domain spanning residues 206–299 (Wetterau et al. 1988; Wilson et al. 1991). Connecting 
the domains is an unstructured hinge that allows for extreme flexibility (Mahley et al. 1984). 
Functionally, the protein links to lipids through a stretch of hydrophobic residues at the end 
of the C-terminal domain (residues 260–299), while the lipoprotein receptor is contacted by a binding 
region in the N-terminal domain, with an Arg-172 residue in the hinge putatively involved in the 
binding as well (Morrow et al. 2002). While it is the monomer that binds lipids, the C-terminal domain 
also allows for oligomerization of APOE in its lipid-free form, so the rate of protein lipidation directly 
depends on oligomer dissociation (Morrow et al. 2002; Chou et al. 2005; Huang et al. 2011). 
The gene itself is located on chromosome 19 (Figure 3.2.1a), together with genes APOC1, 
APOC2 and APOC4, as well as the mitochondrial translocase of the outer membrane gene 
(TOMM40): these loci are all involved in the development of Alzheimer’s disease (Roses et al. 2016; 
Subramanian et al. 2017; Kulminski et al. 2018). 
Three main APOE isoforms, called ε2, ε3, and ε4 (or APOE2, APOE3 and APOE4) arise from 
the combination of the alleles in the two variants rs7412 C/T and rs429358 C/T (Weisgraber, 1990; 
Chetty et al. 2017): isoform ε3 has a cysteine in position 112 and an arginine residue in position 158; 
isoform ε2 has two cysteine residues; isoform ε4 has two arginine residues (Figure 3.2.1b). 
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Figure 3.2.1: Variants determining three human isoforms of APOE. A) From top to bottom: chromosome location; 
gene structure with identity of the polymorphisms in the gene; consequent mutating residues in the protein. Red and black 
dots highlight the correspondence between the two variant sites in the genomic sequence and in the protein. B) Table 
reporting the combination of alleles and corresponding residues associated to each APOE isoform. From Abondio et al. 
(2019). 
 
The change in structural features of APOE, given by the different residue combinations, 
provides insight on the different behavior of its isoforms (Huang and Mahley, 2014; Nguyen et al. 
2014; Henry et al. 2018). For example, the affinity of the protein for the lipoprotein receptor is greatly 
reduced by the loss of an electrostatic interaction given by the Arg158Cys mutation in isoform ε2 
(Weisgraber et al. 1982). The mutation Cys112Arg in isoform ε4 does, in turn, modify the preference 
of the ligand-receptor structure to lower density lipoproteins by establishing trans-domain 
interactions that modify the protein structure (Dong et al. 1996). Mutagenesis experiments proved 
effective in re-establishing the functionality of the isoforms to those of “normal” APOE3 
(Weisgraber, 1990; Dong et al. 1996). 
Denaturation experiments verified that ε2 N-terminal domain is the most stable, followed by 
ε3 and ε4, which is the least resistant, but shows a higher number of stable intermediates between 
folding and unfolding: this could be a pH-dependent phenomenon that maintains ε4 in partially 
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unfolded states that facilitate conformational change and speed up the rate of ligation (Gursky and 
Atkinson, 1996; Acharya et al. 2002; Morrow et al. 2002). Lower plasma concentration of the protein 
in APOE4 homozygotes may be explained by higher ε4 catabolism (Martinez-Morillo et al. 2014), 
although recent studies have postulated that intermediate-state APOE4 is more sensitive to cleavage 
and that trans-domain interactions may render it more easily recognized as misfolded, especially in 
the brain (Williams et al. 2015; Love et al. 2017). 
3.3. APOE function and pathology 
The most diffused isoform, ε3, is crucial for maintaining a balanced lipid metabolism, being 
a structural component of cholesterol-rich lipoproteins and redirecting any excess of cholesterol to 
the liver for elimination (Mahley et al. 2006; Ang et al. 2008). However, the APOE genotype is 
involved with the development of several debilitating pathologies: for example, inheriting one or two 
copies of APOE4 increases, respectively, four times and twelve times the risk of developing 
Alzheimer’s disease (Hyman et al. 1996; Spinney, 2014), which is also in line with accelerated 
formation of β-pleated amyloid. Furthermore, clinical data from a United States cohort report that 
50% of AD is associated with the ε4 allele (Raber et al. 2004). 
Knock-out experiments have proved that mice not expressing APOE have a shorter lifespan, 
caused by the onset of an altered lipoprotein profile, neurological disorders, type II diabetes and 
immune response deficits (Robertson et al. 2000; Moghadasian et al. 2001). This observation 
highlights the pleiotropic effect of APOE, being simultaneously involved in multiple phenotypes, 
depending on the site of protein synthesis. Studies also emphasize that its impairment leads to a 
decline in biological functions and elevated susceptibility to disease, which increases mortality with 
age (Kregel et al. 2007; Vasto et al. 2007). 
According to GWAS and whole genome sequencing studies, isoform ε4 in the brain is the 
“functionally altered” form of APOE associated with an impairment of human longevity and the onset 
of AD (Ang et al. 2008; Broer et al. 2015). As relevant to its structural integrity in AD pathogenesis, 
the truncated segment ε4-165 folds into a more compact helical structure that was shown to have 
deleterious effects on Aβ clearance, favoring instead its deposition (Argyri et al. 2014; Dafnis et al. 
2016). Enhanced lipid remodeling activity of APOE4 has also been linked with a higher degree of 
lysosome leakage in neurons, in association with Aβ (Ji et al. 2006). 
Mice experiments have shown how isoform ε4 can also cause behavioral impairments similar 
to AD in humans, with spatial and memory deficits increasing with age and are observed primarily 
in females (Hartman et al. 2001; Bour et al. 2008). Similar studies showed that isoform ε4 inhibits 
neurite extension and branching, as well as GABAergic input in newly formed neurons (Li et al. 
2009). 
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Interestingly, studies have highlighted a decrease in cerebral glucose metabolism that 
anticipates the cognitive impairment given by this isoform, which is indicative of interactions with 
the mitochondrial membrane proteins at early stages of the disease (Chou et al. 2005; Tanaka et al. 
2006). Moreover, mitochondria and the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) are associated via mitochondria-
associated membranes (MAMs) and their proteins, so that mitochondrial functionality can affect the 
secretory pathway in the ER (Roses et al. 2016, Eysert et al. 2020). 
Moreover, the cholesterol-binding efficacy of APOE isoforms has been pointed out as a 
modulator of viral infection, since cholesterol is the main component of the envelope of many human-
infecting viruses (Bankwitz et al, 2017). For example, herpes simplex virus HSV-1 is recurrently 
discovered in the brain of healthy elderly individuals as well as younger AD-affected patients, and 
the cause of neural decay at a younger age is ascribed to an enhancement of viral colonization and 
activation processes through ε4-stimulated inflammation (Itzhaki, 2016; Itzhaki, 2017; Itzhaki, 2018). 
In this case, antiviral therapy may be effective in slowing AD progression (Itzhaki, 2016; Itzhaki, 
2017; Itzhaki, 2018). Now that HIV affected individuals can keep the infection at bay thanks to anti-
retroviral therapy and can live to older ages with this chronic disease, several studies tried to 
investigate (with varying success) the correlation between APOE and modulation of HIV infection, 
revealing plausible correlations of isoform ε4 with premature brain aging, impaired cognition and 
neurocognitive disorders (Suwalak et al. 2015; Geffin and McCarthy, 2018). 
However, most studies investigating APOE in disease link its isoforms to the frequency and 
development of cardiovascular diseases (CVD): one study including European and Chinese cohorts 
of middle-aged men demonstrated that ε4 frequency variation among populations could justify up to 
75% of the difference in coronary heart disease (CHD) deaths (Stengard et al. 1998); another study 
on heart attack survivors highlighted that ε4 carriers have an 80% increased risk of a second heart 
attack (Gerdes et al. 2000); post-mortem studies also confirm that, in a cohort of patients that died of 
cardiovascular disease, there were significantly more APOE4 carriers (34%) and significantly less 
APOE2 carriers (12%) than in the rest of the group (29% and 14% respectively; p-value < 0.05) 
(Kumar et al. 2012). It is also noteworthy that APOE variants have demonstrably been associated 
with the level of circulating saturated and unsaturated fatty acids, so that a link has been established 
between APOE and nutrition in the occurrence of cardiovascular events (Satizabal et al. 2018). 
Finally, as introduced in the previous paragraph 3.2, the SNPs related to the three isoforms of 
APOE that are being analyzed impact the quantity of CpG dinucleotide, which in turn modifies gene 
methylation of the CpG island they are located in. This feature allowed to differentiate AD-affected 
subjects from healthy controls in postmortem brain biopsies (Foraker et al. 2015) and it has been 
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suggested that DNA methylation of the circulating cells may be used as an early indicator for the 
development of dementia at an older age (Liu et al. 2018). 
3.4. Studies on APOE genotype and human longevity 
The involvement of APOE isoforms in several post-reproductive pathologies seems to be the 
main reason for its contribution to the complex genetics of the longevity phenotype (Pilling et al. 
2017; Giuliani et al. 2018a; Revelas et al. 2018). Candidate gene studies, genome-wide association 
studies (GWAS) and WGS all suggest that the causative alleles are population-specific, but there are 
modulating mechanisms that are shared among populations (Giuliani et al. 2018b) and interesting 
discrepancies in results. 
Concerning candidate gene studies, for example, a comparative analysis of centenarian 
cohorts from Italy, Spain, and Japan highlighted that ε4 was negatively associated with the attainment 
of extreme ages in a trans-ethnic fashion, while ε2 showed positive association in two of the three 
groups (Garatachea et al. 2014a). A study concerning a cohort of Ashkenazi Jewish ancestry 
(minimum age 95 years) also found a significant enrichment in the presence of the ε2 allele (p-value = 
0.003) and the ε2/ε3 genotype (p-value = 0.005), as well as a depletion of the ε3/ε4 genotype (Ryu et 
al. 2016). Accordingly, two recent meta-analyses of polymorphisms associated with human longevity 
highlighted how the likelihood of reaching extreme longevity is negatively associated with carrying 
the ε4 allele in any genotype (p-value < 0.001), while it is positively associated with the ε2/ε3 
genotype (p = 0.017) regardless of ethnicity; however, they obtained discordant results for the 
significance of the ε2 allele (Garatachea et al. 2014b; Revelas et al. 2018). A third meta-analysis 
involved data from AD cases ranging from 96 to 119 years and confirmed that carrying the ε2 allele 
is associated with a significant increase in the probability of reaching extreme longevity, with a 
declining risk reduction at the most extreme ages, while the opposite trend is observed for ε4 
(Sebastiani et al. 2019). Finally, a noteworthy paper focused on trans-ethnic and trans-generational 
effects of variants affecting evolutionary fitness found few common variants significantly related to 
mortality, all tagging the APOE ε4 allele and the CHRNA3 gene (Mostafavi et al. 2017). 
Among the GWAS tackling the association between APOE isoforms and longevity, a study 
on Japanese centenarians successfully highlighted the polygenic nature of attaining extreme ages by 
finding a novel association between gene FNDC5 (which is upregulated by physical exercise) 
and APOE variants in the oldest olds (Fuku et al. 2017). However, as pointed out in a recent paper, 
although it is feasible to replicate previous results for known APOE variants, the heterogeneous 
genetic influences on longevity and the contributions of rare variants introduces difficulties in finding 
new alleles associated with survival after 90 years of age (Broer et al. 2015). To bypass these 
problems, a new GWAS method informed by previous knowledge of age-dependent and disease-
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related traits in longevity was developed, to amplify signals difficult to pick up in reduced centenarian 
cohorts. Accordingly, the APOE/TOMM40 locus was found to be associated with longevity at GWAS 
significance (p < 10−8) and the result was subsequently replicated in three validation cohorts (Fortney 
et al. 2015). On the contrary, a study on Chinese individuals with at least one parent over the age of 
90 found no significant correlation between APOE isoforms and familial longevity (Wang et al. 
2018), while the first study on an older Brazilian cohort (aged 85 or more) could not successfully 
replicate known associations between APOE and several phenotypes, possibly because of limited 
power of the 200 gathered samples (Silva-Sena et al. 2018). 
Finally, it is worth hifhlighting a study on Northern European populations (Gerdes et al. 2000), 
which clarified the role of APOE as a “frailty gene” able to slightly influence mortality, rather than a 
“longevity gene” that guarantees long life by itself. Indeed, the risk of death associated with the ε4 
variant does not disappear with age but persists even when individuals do achieve extreme longevity 
(Sebastiani et al. 2019). 
3.5. APOE evolution and variability among human populations 
From an evolutionary standpoint, a comparison of human and primate APOE protein 
sequences reveals that non-human APOE, just like human isoform ε4, has arginine in position 112, 
suggesting that ε4 is actually the ancestral variant (Huebbe and Rimbach, 2017). This hypothesis is 
also corroborated by the analysis of an archaic specimen of Denisova hominin found in the Altai 
Mountains in Siberia (Reich et al. 2010), while Neanderthal genomes did not provide reliable 
information so far. Since the other mutations do not alter the structure of the protein or are located in 
non-coding portions of the gene, the only difference between human and primate APOE involves a 
threonine residue in position 61, which became an arginine in H. sapiens. The Thr61Arg substitution 
produces a positively charged residue that projects Arg112 in ε4 outwards and allows for Arg61 to 
destabilize the protein structure, making it less stable, but more reactive. Several theories have been 
proposed for the evolutionary advantages that this mutation could have provided in the ancestors of 
modern humans, including protection from the damages of a high-cholesterol diet, exposure to food-
driven pathogens and increasing brain size (Huebbe and Rimbach, 2017). 
A very interesting hypothesis suggests that the increase in movement and physical activity 
throughout the evolution of the genus Homo could have counteracted the deleterious effects of 
APOE4, reducing the risk of CVD and secondarily supporting longevity (Raichlen and Alexander, 
2014). In fact, it has been determined that isoforms ε2 and ε3 originated almost simultaneously 
200,000 to 300,000 years ago (Fullerton et al. 2000), while the change to a more active lifestyle could 
be dated to the first hunter-gatherer groups of Homo erectus, up to 1.5 Mya: the aerobic activity 
necessary to walk and run long distances to follow prey or flee from danger imposed the conversion 
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of fat into energy for endurance and could have counteracted the effects of the ε4/ε4 haplotype 
(Bramble and Lieberman, 2004; Malina and Little, 2008). This observation is supported by 
paleodemographic analyses suggesting an increase in the proportion of older individuals throughout 
the evolutionary arc of H. erectus and H. sapiens, which coincides with an extension of post-
reproductive lifespan with the acquisition of the hunter-gatherer lifestyle (Caspari and Lee, 2004; 
Raichlen and Alexander, 2014; Hawkes, 2016). 
However, ε3 is currently the most frequent isoform in all modern populations, peaking at 94% 
in the Hutterite people of Canada, 90% in Mayas, 88% in the Basque and Sardinian populations, and 
86% in Han Chinese people. Isoform ε4 shows the maximum percentage in a range of indigenous 
populations of Central Africa (40% in Aka Pygmies, 38% in Tutsis), Oceania (49% in the Hui 
population of New Guinea) and Central America (27% for the Huychol people of Mexico). Moreover, 
a decreasing North-South gradient (Figure 3.5.1 and Appendix A1) characterizes this isoform in 
Europe (5% to 10% in the Mediterranean basin; 16% in Central and Western Europe; 23% in the 
Scandinavian peninsula, with peaks of 31% in Finland) and China (Zekraoui et al. 1997; Corbo and 
Scacchi, 1999; Singh et al. 2006; Hu et al. 2011; Ojeda-Granados et al. 2017). Isoform ε2 has an 
inconsistent distribution, with peaks in Southeast Asia, Australia, Africa (19%) but is absent Native 
American groups (Singh et al. 2006). 
 
 
Figure 3.5.1. Frequency distribution of APOE alleles. Data have been recovered for 82 countries by combining data 
extrapolated from the 1000 Genomes Project with those reported in Singh et al. (2006). White areas represent absence of 
data. (A) Frequency distribution of the ε2 variant. (B) Frequency distribution of the ε3 variant. (C) Frequency distribution 
of the ε4 variant. From Abondio et al. (2019). 
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Given the differentiation in ancestry and selective pressures observed across the Italian 
peninsula, as described in Chapter 2, the presence of a latitudinal gradient has been tested by gathering 
a novel cohort of 134 Italian centenarians and 350 healthy controls, that have been clustered in three 
Italian macroareas (North, Center, and South Italy) according to their place of origin (Boattini et al. 
2013; Sazzini et al. 2016). Analyzing the distribution of APOE genotypes, a definite North-South 
decreasing gradient could be observed for the ε4 allele in both centenarians and controls, with 
centenarians showcasing lower frequencies of the deleterious allele (Table 3.5.2). Moreover, a higher 
proportion of centenarians from Southern Italy carry the supposedly protective ε2 variant, when 
compared to all other groups. Although sample size is relatively small in centenarians, the frequency 
distributions follow what has been already observed at regional and continental level for other loci 
implicated in lipid metabolism (Sazzini et al. 2016; Ye et al. 2017; Buckley et al. 2017). 
 
Table 3.5.2. Variants and genotype frequency for a new Italian dataset of centenarians and healthy controls.  
Groups n f(e2) f(e3) f(e4) f(e2/e2) f(e2/e3) f(e2/e4) f(e3/e3) f(e3/e4) f(e4/e4) 
N_cent 48 0,104 0,771 0,125 0,000 0,167 0,042 0,625 0,125 0,042 
N_cont 97 0,108 0,768 0,124 0,000 0,155 0,062 0,608 0,165 0,010 
C_cent 67 0,037 0,910 0,052 0,000 0,075 0,000 0,821 0,104 0,000 
C_cont 215 0,060 0,877 0,063 0,000 0,112 0,009 0,763 0,116 0,000 
S_cent 19 0,184 0,789 0,026 0,000 0,368 0,000 0,579 0,053 0,000 
S_cont 38 0,079 0,882 0,039 0,026 0,105 0,000 0,789 0,079 0,000 
TOT_cent 134 0,082 0,843 0,075 0,000 0,149 0,015 0,716 0,104 0,015 
TOT_cont 350 0,076 0,847 0,077 0,003 0,123 0,023 0,723 0,126 0,003 
f(e2), frequency of isoform APOE2; f(e3), frequency of isoform APOE3; f(e4), frequency of isoform APOE4; f(e2/e2), 
frequency of APOE2 homozygous; f(e2/e3), frequency of APOE2/APOE3 heterozygous; f(e2/e4), frequency of 
APOE2/APOE4 heterozygous; f(e3/e3), frequency of APOE3 homozygous; f(e3/e4), frequency of APOE3/APOE4 
heterozygous; f(e4/e4), frequency of APOE4 homozygous. 
 
This suggests that isoform ε3 may be selected against ε4 at lower latitudes, but this does not 
explain the evolutionary advantage of the single amino acidic mutation Arg112Cys provided in giving 
rise to the now most frequent APOE variant worldwide (Zekraoui et al. 1997; Singh et al. 2006; Hu 
et al. 2011). Studies trying to understand the strong evolutionary advantage of isoform ε3, which 
made it the most frequent variant of APOE, over the much more ancient ε4 suggest higher structural 
stability and an array of novel functions, such as metal binding, micronutrient uptake and enhanced 
neuronal repair (Huebbe et al. 2015; Huebbe et al. 2016; Huebbe et al. 2017). However, 
responsiveness to environmental changes and nutritional shifts does not explain why most ailments 
carried by ε4 nowadays tend to occur in the post-reproductive age, especially in females. Recently 
introduced cultural and kinship-based theories (the “grandmother effect”) postulate that the extension 
of post-menopausal lifespan increases younger kin survival under grandparental care if cognitive 
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decline is prevented through a late-life selection of protective variants, such as APOE3 (Hawkes, 
2016). It is known, in fact, that cultural transmission and multi-generational sharing of knowledge 
shape the social structure of modern foraging populations by enhancing the chance of survival of the 
entire group (Hawkes, 2016; Hawkes, 2020). 
3.6. APOE trade-offs 
Given the involvement of APOE4 in (especially post-reproductive) cardiovascular and 
neurodegenerative diseases, several recent studies tried to understand why such a deleterious variant 
predominantly affects individuals of affluent populations but has been maintained at particularly high 
frequencies in many indigenous human groups. 
A study on a rural population from Ghana, characterized by high levels of mortality from 
infectious diseases, suggested an association with a higher degree of fertility (ε4 homozygous women 
have 3.5 more children on average) where limited survival spontaneously delays the harmful effects 
of APOE4. Mortality in modern societies is much less defined by pathogens, however, and the 
positive reproductive advantage is not needed, but the extension of lifespan implies a higher 
probability of manifesting detrimental repercussion in older age (van Exel et al. 2017). On the 
contrary, a significant association has been observed in industrialized countries between lipid 
clearance dysfunction induced by ε4 alleles in expectant women and recurrent pregnancy loss 
(Goodman et al. 2009; Yenicesu et al. 2010). Moreover, as introduced at the end of paragraph 3.5, 
the practice of trans-generational child caring may have been crucial in exceptionally prolonging 
post-fertile age and favoring the diffusion of the ε3 variant in early human clusters after the shift to a 
hunter-gatherer lifestyle. However, if the ε4 variant is present, the early positive effects of survival 
and growth of the younger individuals may be equally mirrored by cognitive deficiencies in older age 
(Hawkes et al. 2016). 
Alternatively, a shift in dietary habits has been proposed to support the advantage introduced 
by isoform ε3 around 200,000 years ago, when the higher quantity of fat-rich meat provided by 
organized hunting methods enhanced the quality of the diet and concurred to the extension of lifespan. 
However, efficient cholesterol clearance and a rapid response to food-borne pathogens would be 
provided by the ancient isoform ε4 (Luca et al. 2010). A possible immunity-based explanation has 
also been introduced to explain the latitudinal distribution of APOE isoforms. In fact, ecology and 
biogeography both highlight that harmful bacteria tend to thrive in hot, wet climates (such as the 
Tropical belt) and in densely populated areas of the world (Guernier et al. 2004; Cashdan, 2014). In 
this context, it has been observed that individuals with the ε4 isoform have a higher activated T-cell 
count and a more ready immune system (Bonacina et al., 2018). As described in paragraph 3.2, 
several viruses take advantage of the more common variant ε3 to invade human cells. In the case of 
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the hepatitis C virus, isoform ε4 may compete with the virus for access to LDL receptors, reducing 
damage in the affected population: in the Italian peninsula, the gradient of hepatitis C incidence 
overlaps with a reverse gradient in ε4 distribution (Picardi et al. 2007). On the other hand, studies 
have suggested that APOE4 may be deleterious in the case of Gram-negative infections, as their toxic 
lipopolysaccharides (LPS) can be collected in lipoproteins and redirected to the liver by APOE. A 
protein with reduced functionality may lead to hindered endotoxin clearance and a stronger immune 
response leading to sepsis (van Oosten et al. 2001). 
Recently, the relationship between APOE and the gut microbiota has been considered of 
importance, especially for the double function of APOE in lipid assimilation and immunity. Knock-
out mice fed on a chow with macronutrient proportions recalling a typically Western diet have shown 
an enrichment in intestinal Firmicutes, which stimulated a chronic inflammatory state (Kasahara et 
al. 2017). Immunizing mice against their own microbiota resulted in a reduction of circulating 
inflammatory cytokines (Saita et al. 2016). Similarly, restoring the loss of Akkermansia muciniphila 
caused by a Western diet contrasted vessel inflammation, fat dysmetabolism, and atherosclerosis 
(Zhao et al. 2017). These studies show that there is a balance between the immune response to 
intestinal microbes and the inflammatory response driven by APOE according to the diet, with local 
and systemic responses shaping the equilibrium of the intestinal biome (Saita et al. 2016). 
Trade-off mechanisms may also justify difficulties in the replication of the same association 
signals for different human populations, to which it has to be added that many WGS studies now 
show how the genetics of complex traits, including longevity, may be explained by polygenic models 
in which smaller contributions from numerous rare variants contribute to the observable phenotype 
(Boyle et al. 2017; Gnecchi-Ruscone et al. 2018). 
3.7. Ancient dynamics of APOE in Europe 
In accordance with what presented in the previous two paragraphs, a theory was introduced 
that the ε4 variant is a relic of an ancient hunter-gatherer genetic background, that failed to adapt to 
(or, indeed, did not experience the selective pressures represented by) a modern, energy-rich, and 
exercise-poor lifestyle (Alvergne et al. 2016). To assess the possibility of a temporal description for 
the distribution of APOE in Europe, 97 publicly available ancient genomes, with both rs7412 and 
rs429358 already directly genotyped, were selected. This choice was aimed at avoiding bias that could 
be introduced in the dataset by an imputation procedure on highly deteriorated DNA, which presents 
lengthy stretches of missing data. The overall samples (Figure 3.7.1 and Appendix A2) cover the 
Euro-Mediterranean area on a temporal range of 1,500 to 42,000 years ago. ε3/ε3 was the most 
frequent genotype (83%), followed by ε4/ε4 (13%), and ε2/ε2 (3%). A single ε3/ε4 heterozygote 
sample was represented by a 42,000-year-old specimen of early hunter-gatherer from Siberia. 
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Regarding the temporal distribution of the genotypes, ε2/ε2 individuals are limited to Northern 
European Bronze Age samples; moreover, most individuals carrying the ancestral genotype are more 
recent than 5000 years, while the majority of ε3/ε3 samples are much older, especially those coming 
from the Eastern part of Europe and the Near East. As highlighted by older local specimens (Allentoft 
et al., 2015; Haak et al. 2015; Mathieson et al. 2015), both alleles could be found in Europe before 
and around the Late Glacial phase (12-15 Kya), with APOE3 possibly reintroduced from the Levant 
during the Neolithic Revolution (8-10 Kya) and the Paleolithic APOE4 carried at a higher frequency 
by the Yamnaya people of the Pontic Steppe during the Bronze Age (4-5 Kya). This is also in line 
with the ancestral contribution to the European and Italian genetic background described in Chapter 
2. It is, however, acknowledged that the reduced number of samples, their patchy distribution and the 




Figure 3.7.1. Distribution and estimated age of the ancient samples. Specimens belonging to the same location and 
culture have been grouped under the same label. The number of clustered individuals is given in brackets on the label. 
From Abondio et al. (2019). 
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Chapter 4: Genetics of the linguistic isolates of Aspromonte 
 
4.1. Introduction 
As described in Chapter 2, the Italian Peninsula presents an outstanding range of geographical 
and environmental variation, which has exerted differential selective pressures at the local level on a 
highly convoluted genomic background, given by numerous pre-historic and historical demo-
geographic and admixture processes during the peopling of Europe and the Mediterranean. The 
genetic structure of the Italian population, in fact, is not defined only by the environmental and climate 
conditions that induced patterns of local adaptation (Sazzini et al. 2014; Sazzini et al. 2016), but 
geographic limitations to mobility, as well as ethnicity, language and cultural dynamics have also 
been deemed responsible for more subtle local levels of isolation and differentiation (Destro Bisol et 
al. 2008; Coia et al. 2013; Boattini et al. 2015). 
Uniparental markers (Capelli et al. 2007; Turchi et al. 2008; Brisighelli et al. 2012; Boattini 
et al. 2013), autosomal SNP-chip data (Di Gaetano et al. 2012; Sazzini et al. 2016; Fiorito et al. 2016; 
Raveane et al. 2019) and whole genome sequencing studies, as presented in Chapter 2, have helped 
in disentangling the genetic makeup of the Italian peninsula as a whole. However, the study of 
geographically, culturally or ethno-linguistically isolated minorities offers notable advantages by 
limiting the genomic context of the analysis. In fact, trait-associated alleles may be found at much 
higher frequencies in groups with limited gene flow, smaller effective population size (Ne) and 
increased homozygosity, supporting and facilitating genome-wide association studies (Peltonen et al. 
2000; Service et al. 2006; Kristiansson et al. 2008; Hatzikotoulas et al. 2004; Zeggini, 2014; Ayub et 
al. 2015; Cilli et al. 2019). In fact, several isolates present on the Italian peninsula have been analyzed 
by both autosomal and uniparental based population genetic studies (Destro Bisol et al. 2008; Coia 
et al. 2013; Esko et al. 2013; Capocasa et al. 2014; Sarno et al. 2016; Anagnostou et al. 2017; 
Anagnostou et al. 2019). 
In a recent genomic analysis of Southern Italian and Mediterranean admixture (Sarno et al. 
2017), the Calabrian Greek-speaking groups of the Aspromonte area in Reggio Calabria (Southern 
Italy) have been judged of peculiar interest, as these communities are characterized linguistically by 
speaking Greco or Calabrian Greek, a specific variety of Greek. Two contrasting historical-linguistic 
hypotheses tried to unravel the possible origin of these Hellenic remnants: the first one maintains that 
descendants of Byzantine people settled in Southern Italy at the beginning of the Medieval age (Pott, 
1856; Comparetti, 1866; Pellegrini, 1880); the other hand, the second theory postulates that the 
language may have been introduced way before, during the Greek colonization of Southern Italy. In 
both cases, the Greek language would have been continuously spoken by these ethno-linguistic 
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enclaves until the present time (Chatzidakis, 1892; Rohlfs, 1932; Tsopanakis, 1977). A more recent 
hypothesis took into consideration both the influence of intense Greek-Romance linguistic exchanges 
with coexistence between Greek-speaking Latins and Latin-speaking Greeks, and the presence of 
lexical elements in common with peripheral Greek dialects, which may imply influences from the 
Greek of different periods (Trumper, 2016). According to these observations, Greek may have 
survived in diglossia with Latin for centuries and have been revitalized locally by the Byzantine 
expansions, as well as multiple waves of Greek speakers in subsequent periods (Mosino, 1988). It is 
known, in fact, that the area of Greek-influence in the past extended to the whole of Southern Italy, 
while today the number of Greek-speaking communities limited to those inhabiting the Aspromonte 
mountain area of Reggio Calabria (Martino, 1980; Violi, 2006; Squillaci, 2017). 
The previously cited study on Calabrian Greek-speaking groups hinted at signs of genetic drift 
possibly involving these communities (Sarno et al. 2017). Here, the number of analyzed variants was 
improved and new communities from the same geographical area have been genotypes to achieve a 
deeper level of understanding about the impact of geographic isolation. In an effort to double the 
number of representatives, six additional communities, some still speaking Greco, and some having 
lost its use in earlier times, were sampled from the Aspromonte area (Amendolea, Africo, San 
Lorenzo, Cardeto, Samo, San Luca) in an attempt to temporally describe the restriction of the zone 
of Greek influence in Southern Calabria. New samples were also collected from a less isolated area 
enclosing four villages from the province of Catanzaro (Girifalco, Jacurso, Pentone, Tiriolo) as well 
as the non-isolated entities of Castrovillari (Northern Calabria, Southern Italy) and Benevento 
(Campania, Southern Italy). This dataset is, then, suitable to examine the demographic contribution 
to the genetic disparity of contemporary Calabrian Greeks by comparing the genetic architecture of 
the isolated communities to the general Southern Italian population (Table 4.1.1). 
 
4.2 Materials and methods 
 
4.2.1. Population samples 
Saliva samples from 149 unrelated Italian volunteers, with local ancestry of at least three 
generations and either Greco speaking or non-speaking, were gathered with the Oragene-DNA Self 
Collection Kit OG-500 (DNA Genotek, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada) from 11 isolated communities from 
the Aspromonte area of Reggio Calabria (Southern Calabria), 4 municipalities in the province of 
Catanzaro (Central Calabria), and to population samples from the provinces of Cosenza (Northern 
Calabria) and Benevento (Campania) (Figure 4.2.1.1).  
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Table 4.1.1. Southern Italian communities investigated in the present study, with sample numerosity. 
  Population Province Region N* 
Southern Italy 
  Benevento Benevento Campania 20 
  Castrovillari Cosenza Calabria 26 
  Pentone Cosenza Calabria 7 
  Tiriolo Cosenza Calabria 11 
  Jacurso Cosenza Calabria 6 
  Girifalco Cosenza Calabria 14 
  San Luca Reggio Calabria Calabria 4 
  Samo Reggio Calabria Calabria 2 
  Cardeto Reggio Calabria Calabria 6 
  San Lorenzo Reggio Calabria Calabria 8 
  Amendolea Reggio Calabria Calabria 4 
  Africo Reggio Calabria Calabria 5 
  Bova Reggio Calabria Calabria 10 
  Condofuri Reggio Calabria Calabria 4 
  Roccaforte del Greco Reggio Calabria Calabria 6 
  Gallicianò Reggio Calabria Calabria 3 
  Roghudi Reggio Calabria Calabria 5 
 
 
Figure 4.2.1.1. Southern Italian communities in their geographic context. On the right panel, the four villages around 
Cosenza. On the left panel, the communities of Aspromonte (in yellow, the ones already collected; in orange, the ones 
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4.2.2. Genotyping and quality filtering 
Following producer's recommendations, genomic DNA was purified from the collection kits 
and quantified with the Qubit® dsDNA BR Assay Kit (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA). The 
Center for Biomedical Research & Technologies of the Italian Auxologic Institute (Milan, Italy) 
genotyped the samples with the HumanOmniExpress BeadChip (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA), 
which implements 713,014 SNPs. 
Similarly to what already presented in the Methods section of Chapter 2, after the exclusion 
of variants on sex chromosomes, genotyping results were filtered using the following pipeline 
implemented with PLINK software version 1.9 (Chang et al. 2015): only samples with a genotyping 
success rate over 92% were retained, as well as markers with missing call rates under 2%, variants 
with a minor allele frequency (MAF) over 1% and SNPs without significant deviations from the 
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium after Bonferroni correction (p-value threshold of 1.41x10-8). IBD 
sharing was estimated to locate pairs with PiHat value higher than 0.125, in which case one of the 
two individuals was removed. 
The “local dataset” achieved after quality control filtering procedures included 141 samples 
and 621,755 SNPs. To perform genotype-based analyses, the dataset was further trimmed by 
eliminating variants in linkage disequilibrium (r2 > 0.1) within a sliding window of 50 SNPs moving 
by 10 SNPs at each time (PLINK option --indep-pairwise 50 10 0.1). The obtained “pruned local” 
dataset comprised 64,147 SNPs.  
 
4.2.3. Datasets production 
A panel of publicly available genomes from Europe, Caucasus and the Near East was extracted 
from the Human Genome Diversity Project (HGDP) (Li et al. 2008), subjected to the same QC 
described above and ambiguous polymorphisms (A/T or C/G) were filtered out to avoid strand-
flipping issues during merging. This panel, united with the Southern Italian populations under 
analysis, was used to frame the variability of the “local” dataset into the Euro-Mediterranean genetic 
landscape. The “modern extended” dataset obtained after merging includes 238 additional individuals 
from 10 Euro-Mediterranean populations (Table 4.2.3.1) and a set of 337,711 SNPs (which became 
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Table 4.2.3.1. Euro-Mediterranean panel used to analyze Southern Italian genetic variability. 
Comparison populations 
  Sardinia     28 
  North Italy     13 
  Tuscan     8 
  French Basque     24 
  French     28 
  Orcadian     14 
  Russia     25 
  Adygei     17 
  Druze     40 
  Palestinians     41 
 
The “modern extended” dataset was also merged with genomic data for 1,059 ancient samples 
recovered from literature (Lazaridis et al. 2014; Haak et al. 2015; Mathieson et al. 2015; Jones et al. 
2015; Hofmanova et al. 2016; Lazaridis et al. 2016; Fu et al. 2016; Lazaridis et al. 2017; Lipson et 
al. 2017; Mathieson et al. 2018; Olalde et al. 2018), to test for ancestral contributions of populations 
having lived in the European continent before. The obtainined “modern-plus-ancient” dataset 
comprised 326,832 SNPs. A less stringent LD-pruning procedure was applied to prepare this dataset 
for genotype-based analyses by using a 200-SNPs window, sliding 25 loci the time and a LD threshold 
of 0.4 (PLINK option --indep-pairwise 200 25 0.4). After pruning, 286,656 variants were left. 
 
4.2.4. Population structure and admixture analyses 
The smartpca function implemented in the EIGENSOFT package (Patterson et al. 2006) was 
used to carry out Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on both the “local” and “extended” datasets 
with modern populations only. The lsqproject option was then used to separately contextualize the 
ancient samples into the obtained PCA space. 
The ADMIXTURE software (Alexander et al. 2009) was applied to estimate ancestry 
proportions in the modern populations for a number of ancestral contributions K from 2 to 10; ten 
independent runs for each K were performed and the ones with highest log-likelihood were used in 
the final plot; the number of hypothesized ancestral contributions with the lowest cross-validation 
error was chosen as the best fit for the input data. 
To formally assess relationships between modern populations and ancient individuals we 
computed outgroup-f3 statistics in the form of f3(YRI; Modern, Ancient), by using the qp3pop 
function implemented in ADMIXTOOLS package (Reich et al. 2009, Patterson et al. 2012). The 
Treemix v1.12 software (Pickrell and Pritchard, 2012) was run to infer patterns of gene flow among 
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Euro-Mediterranean populations, using the Berber Mozabite population of Algeria as root for a tree 
without migration events, and then allowing for 1 up to 6 migration instances. 
The f4 method proposed by qpWave/qpAdmix (Haak et al. 2015), with a P-value threshold of 
0.01 to accept the tested model, allowed for a finer characterization of the number of independent 
ancestral gene pools that contributed to modern populations (by verifying that the ancient groups 
considered as “source” and those used as “outgroups” were genetically distinguishable in the first 
place) and for modeling the admixture profile of the modern target groups based on the ancient source 
samples.  
 
4.2.5. Haplotype-based fine-scale structuring  
As described in the Methods section of Chapter 2, the “extended modern dataset” was 
subjected to haplotype estimation using SHAPEIT (Delaneau et al. 2013), then the 
CHROMOPAINTERv2/ fineSTRUCTURE suite (Lawson et al. 2012) was applied to estimate 
clusters of homogeneous individuals. After mutation and recombination rate estimation on four 
chromosomes (4, 10, 15, 22) with CHROMOPAINTER, however, the full dataset was re-run leaving 
all individuals as both “recipients” and “donors” (in Chapter 2, N_ITA and S_ITA clusters were 
recipients, but not donors). fineSTRUCTURE parameters were also significantly different, as 
3,000,000 burn-in MCMC iterations were set, followed by 2,000,000 true iterations of clustering 
estimation and a sampling frequency of 10,000 runs. Finally, 1,000,000 hill-climbing steps were 
applied to improve probability estimates and merge spurious clusters. 
 
4.2.6. Genetic isolation and population differentiation  
Internal genetic variation was estimated for each Southern Italian population by computing 
the extension of run-of-homozygosity (ROH) segments (Kirin et al. 2012; Pemberton et al. 2012), 
with the criterion that longer and numerous homozygous segments shared across individuals denote 
a genomic footprint of strong bottleneck and closer genetic relationship due to long-standing 
isolation. Both Fin (inbreeding estimate) and Fhom (run-of-homozygosity) indexes were computed 
by applying the the --homozyg and --het options of PLINK software (Panoutsoupoulou et al. 2014). 
Signals of genetic differentiation among Southern Italian groups were finally explored by 
computing single locus Weir and Cockerham Fst for each variant in the high-density “local” dataset. 
According to the clusters recognized by fineSTRUCTURE, the top 1% Fst values for variants that 
distinguish the Aspromonte group from both Catanzaro and Benevento+Castrovillari were collected, 
then a list of genes spanning these SNPs (for which the Biomart data mining tool was used to retrieve 
chromosome location, start-end positions and nomenclature of the genes in the Ensembl database  
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GRCh37 human archive version 100 and the HUGO resource for gene nomenclature at 
www.genenames.org) was compared to those covered by the Illumina HumanOmniExpress 
BeadChip and an enrichment analysis was performed on these genes, using the PANTHER Gene 
Ontology (GO) tool (Thomas et al. 2006; Smedley et al. 2015; Yates et al. 2017; Mi et al. 2019; 
Yates et al. 2020). This allowed to identify the prevalent pathways that discriminate the Aspromonte 
cluster. 
 
4.3 Results and discussion 
 
4.3.1 Southern Italy within the Euro-Mediterranean genetic context 
A PCA was implemented to set the variability of the newly collected Southern Italian 
populations into the wider Mediterranean and European groups extracted from the HGDP (Table 
4.2.3.1). Principal components PC1 and PC2 (Figure 4.3.1.1a) summarize geographic clines of 
genetic variation already emerged for Euro-Mediterranean samples (Lao et al. 2008; Novembre et al. 
2008): PC1 is consistent with a SE-NW variation from the Near East to the Orcadian islands; PC2 
highlights the clear separation of Sardinian samples with respect to the other European groups 
(Chiang et al. 2018; Marcus et al. 2020). Taking into account the Italian peninsula, the usual North-
to-South cline of differentiation (Sazzini et al. 2016) is clearly highlighted, with Northern Italy 
genetically closer to Western Europe and Southern Italy gravitating towards the Near East. At PC4, 
the isolated populations from Aspromonte tend to separate from the rest of Southern Italy (Figure 
4.3.1.1b). 
 
Figure 4.3.1.1. PCA plots for the Euro-Mediterranean dataset. a) Plot of PC1 against PC2, highlights the location of 
Southern Italy in the Euro-Mediterranean context. b) Plot of PC1 against PC4, highlights the distribution of the 
Aspromonte samples, with the Greco-speaking communities extending farthest from the rest of Southern Italy. From 
Sarno et al. (2021). 
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ADMIXTURE analysis identifies the expected genetic ancestries across Euro-Mediterranean 
(Central European, Levantine, Sardinian Neolithic), but higher values of K pinpoint the emergence 
of a component peculiar for the Aspromonte individuals (Figure 4.3.1.2). Population structure 
analyses, in line with what presented in Chapter 2, confirm results from previous studies by 
identifying strong genetic links between Southern Italy and the Caucasus/Middle East (Sarno et al. 
2017). Regardless of linguistic affiliation, Southern Italian populations showed a common ancestry 
composed of Sardinian and South-East Mediterranean ADMIXTURE proportions revealed the 
ancestry of Southern Italian populations, regardless of their linguistic affiliation, to be composed 
mainly by Sardinian-like and South-Eastern Mediterranean genetic components (Figure 4.3.1.2). 
Genetic proximity of the Aspromonte groups to the other populations of Southern Italy is 
confirmed by both PCA and AMIXTURE results, simultaneously showing evident signals of isolation 
(Figure 4.3.1.1 and 4.3.1.2).  
 
 
Figure 4.3.1.2 ADMIXTURE plots on the extended modern dataset. A number of putative ancestral components from 
K=2 to K=5 was tested. The Aspromonte cluster assumes a peculiar combination of ancestral contributions at K=5. From 
Sarno et al. (2021). 
 
The F3 formal test for evaluating admixture into each Southern Italian cluster reveals that the 
non-isolated populations of Castrovillari, Benevento and Catanzaro may be significantly represented 
either by a mixture between Caucasus individuals and a Sardinian source or between Central 
European and Near-East clusters (Appendix A4). This is also consistent with the Treemix 
reconstruction of the Maximum Likelihood tree without migration, which positions the Southern 
Italian groups in between Caucasian and Near Eastern clusters on one hand, and a continental 
European cluster with Sardinians in a rooted position, on the other hand. If migration waves are 
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allowed, edges always indicate a contribution to admixture from a Caucasian/Near-Eastern root to 
the Southern Italian populations of Benevento, Castrovillari and Catanzaro when they do not split 
from the other European populations. (Appendix A4), supporting the hypothesis of gene flow 
between Southern Italy and the Middle East. The samples from the Aspromonte mountain never show 
genetic contributions from other groups (Appendix A4), and they always appear to be a basal branch 
to all other Southern Italian populations in every reconstructed phylogeny. Their branch is also 
exceedingly long, possibly indicating the presence of ancient isolation and relevant drift effects.  
Empirical clustering obtained with the haplotype-based method implemented in 
CHROMOPAINTER and fineSTRUCTURE (Figure 4.3.1.3) corresponds to the geographical 
distribution of the populations under analysis, as well as corroborating the genetic affiliations that 
already emerged in genotype-based investigations: the non-isolated Southern Italian clusters, together 
with the non-Greco speaking communities at the fringe of Aspromonte (Cardeto, Samo and San Luca) 
form a clade related to the Caucasus group and, the Near Eastern Palestinians and Druze populations. 
All of the other Aspromonte populations merge into a single cluster which is distinct from that of the 
other Southern Italian groups (Figure 4.3.1.3). 
 
 
Figure 4.3.1.3 Dendrogram reconstructed by the fineSTRUCTURE algorithm. Each cluster is recognized and 
color-coded as in Figure 4.3.1.1. The Aspromonte samples fall into a single branch that separates from the rest of the 
Southern Italian samples, as well as from the municipalities of Cardeto, Samo and San Luca, which are in proximity to 
the Aspromonte area but never retained Greco as a spoken language. From Sarno et al. (2021). 
 
4.3.2. Isolation and genetic differentiation in Southern Italy 
PCA limited to the Southern Italian samples highlights the uniqueness previously noted for 
the Aspromonte groups (Figure 4.3.2.1a), with the isolated Greco-speaking communities most 
differentiated along PC1. ADMIXTURE results for the best value of K=2 (Figure 4.3.2.1b) also 
support this genetic uniqueness, pinpointing an ancestral genetic component which is maximized in 
almost the Greco-speaking communities (100% Roghudi and Gallicianò, 88% Roccaforte Del Greco, 
73% Condofuri) and accounts for at least 30% of ancestry in the other Aspromonte groups. 
Accordingly, the Greco-speaking communities can be identified as having higher levels of drift, thus 
replicating patterns of geographic isolation amplified by cultural differences. Therefore, presence of 
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ancient genetic links between Southern Italy and the populations of Caucasus and Middle East seems 
to be confirmed by the observed patterns of variation, while the groups from the Aspromonte 
mountain area, and even more so those that still speak Greco, departing from this shared genetic 
background as a consequence of isolation. 
 
 
Figure 4.3.2.1 Population structure analyses focused on Southern Italy. A) PCA showing the fan-like scattering of 
the individuals in Greco-speaking communities, when compared to the open clusters of Benevento, Castrovillari and 
Catanzaro. B) ADMIXTURE analysis highlights a private ancestral component for the Greco-speaking communities 
(Roccaforte del Greco, Condofuri, Gallicianò, Roghudi) at K=2. From Sarno et al. (2021). 
 
The analysis of genetic variation induced by genetic isolation and drift (through the inbreeding 
coefficient Fin, the genome-wide homozygosity Fhom and the number and the extension of genomic 
runs of homozygosity) reveal that both inbreeding and homozygosity scores are higher for the 
Aspromonte communities compared to Southern Italy (Table 4.3.2.1); moreover, Aspromonte 
samples reveal a much higher number (NSEG) and length (KB) of runs of homozygosity on average, 
with respect to other Southern Italian populations (Figure 4.3.2.2). These tests indeed confirm that 
the populations of the Aspromonte area have experienced a higher degree of genetic drift if compared 
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Table 4.3.2.1. Inbreeding (Fin) and homozygosity (Fhom) scores for the Southern Italian clusters. 
  Fin   Fhom 
Benevento 0,00430   0,67333 ± 0,00138 
Castrovillari 0,00155   0,67243 ± 0,00146 
Catanzaro 0,00208   0,67261 ± 0,00078 
Aspromonte Area 0,01334   0,67630 ± 0,00324 
 
 
Figure 4.3.2.2. Runs of homozygosity in the Southern Italian clusters. The “ReggioCalabria” group (equivalent to the 
samples from the Aspromonte area) shows a higher number of longer homozygous genetic segments. From Sarno et al. 
(2021). 
 
Detection of population differentiation in the Aspromonte area and the influence of peculiar 
variants on biological functions was performed by computing pairwise Fst for the 621,755 SNPs in 
the “local” dataset, among the three Southern Italian groups defined by fineSTRUCTURE: the 
Aspromonte cluster (ASPR) as representative of the isolated groups, and the Benevento-Castrovillari 
(BN+CS) and Catanzaro clusters (CZ) as the non-isolated genomic background of Southern Italy at 
different geographic distances in the historical area of Greek influence. The top 1% of loci (797 SNPs) 
in the Fst distribution that distinguished ASPR from both CZ and BN+CS was extracted (Figure 
4.3.2.3) and an enrichment analysis with Panther on the list of corresponding genes shows a 
prevalence of genes associated with the Gene Ontology (GO) terms to of “nervous system 
development” for the processes, as well as the cellular components “neuron part”, “cell periphery” 
and “plasma membrane” (Table 4.3.2.2). Besides the importance in population history, ethnogenesis 
and linguistic variation, processes of isolation and genetic drift might have also affected the genetic 
composition of present-day groups inhabiting these areas of Southern Italy. In fact, the GO analysis 
showed peculiar biological function of genes related to neurological pathways with higher level of 
differentiation in the Calabrian area (Table 4.3.2.2). Recent studies on hereditary neurodegenerative 
disorders such as Alzheimer’s, Frontotemporal Dementia and Parkinson diseases in Southern Italy 
were carried out and highlighted that certain areas of the Calabrian region are characterized by low 
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genetic heterogeneity and high levels of consanguinity due to the geographic isolation over the 
centuries (Bernardi et al. 2012; Anfossi et al. 2014; Bernardi et al. 2014; Conidi et al. 2015; Borrello 
et al. 2016; Cupidi et al. 2017; Maletta et al. 2018). The observation of same mutations and 
haplotypes in isolated populations with high rates of consanguinity might be potentially informative 
for the study of hereditary diseases. Overall, these data more generally remark the importance of 
population isolates in genetic studies. In fact, due to isolation and drift, coupled with the effects of 
smaller Ne and higher levels of consanguinity, isolated populations may have modified their genetic 
architecture through the random amplification or loss of certain genetic variants, thus allowing the 
study of the role of loci found at higher frequency in these groups. Future studies with phenotypic 
data could be of extreme value to understand the role of trait-associated variants on health status as 
recently demonstrated by studies that have linked population genetics and medical genetics 
(Panoutsopoulou, 2014). 
 
Figure 4.3.2.3 Venn diagram of pairwise Fst comparison. The variants with the top 1% values of Fst for each pairwise 
comparison between Aspromonte (ASPR), Cosenza (CZ) and Benevento-Castrovillari (BN+CS) are contrasted to find 
the variants (797) that characterize the Aspromonte cluster. From Sarno et al. (2021). 
 









Enrichment +/- P value FDR 
GO:0007399 nervous system development 2078 55 28,57 1,93 + 1,75E-06 2,73E-02 








Enrichment +/- P value FDR 
GO:0098590 plasma membrane region 1095 32 15,06 2,13 + 7,51E-05 3,01E-02 
GO:0044459    → plasma membrane part 2522 58 34,68 1,67 + 6,14E-05 3,07E-02 
GO:0005886       → plasma membrane 4614 101 63,44 1,59 + 1,41E-07 1,41E-04 
GO:0071944          → cell periphery 4729 104 65,02 1,6 + 5,16E-08 1,03E-04 
GO:0097458 neuron part 1588 45 21,83 2,06 + 4,14E-07 2,76E-04 
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#(All), number of genes for that GO term; #(Test), number of genes for that GO term in the gene list; Exp, expected 
number of genes for that GO term in the gene list; FDR, false discovery rate 
 
4.3.3. Ancient genetic legacy of Southern Italian populations 
To provide a temporal framework to the patterns of genetic diversity in the analyzed Southern 
Italian groups, a panel of ancient DNA samples retrieved from literature and covering a period of 
time from the Mesolithic to the Iron Age (Appendix A3) was assembled and merged with the “local” 
dataset. PCA results (Figure 4.3.3.1) are consistent with tendencies previously observed for other 
Italian datasets (Sarno et al. 2017): Southern Italian populations show a closer clustering to 
Chalcolithic and Bronze Age samples from Anatolia and Greece, as well as with Anatolian and 
European Neolithic farmers. As presented in Chapter 2, the ancient genetic legacy of Southern Italy 
points back to migratory events that occurred during the Neolithic and the Bronze Age and involved 
the eastern coasts of the Mediterranean (Sarno et al. 2017; Raveane et al. 2019). In particular, 
differential legacies were observed for Southern Italy during this period, as a non-steppe Caucasian-
related ancestry apparently provided an independent genetic contribution with respect to the Yamnaya 
migration from the Caspian Steppe that occurred through Continental Europe, particularly affecting 
Northern Italy. Accordingly, genetic analyses performed by comparing modern Eurasian populations 
with relevant ancestral sources have located the Southern Italian clusters closer to Neolithic and 
Bronze Age samples from Anatolian and Aegean populations, while affinity of Northern Italy falls 
within the distribution of continental Europe Late-Neolithic and Bronze-Age samples (Figure 
4.3.3.1).  
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Figure 4.3.3.1 PCA analysis including aDNA samples. In all panels, modern samples are reported in gray dots and 
Southern Italy is highlighted by a dashed grey circle. Top left panel: Mesolithic/Paleolithic samples, plus Neolithic 
Levant. Top right panel: Early/middle Neolithic European samples. Bottom left panel: European samples from the Bell 
Beaker culture. Bottom right panel: Late Neolithic/Bronze Age samples. From Sarno et al. (2021). 
 
The admixture proportions computed for the Italian populations with qpAdm suggest that all 
Italian clusters were characterized by a high proportion of Anatolian Neolithic ancestry, with 
Sardinians being the major recipient (Figure 4.3.3.2). In particular, while the Yamnaya source is 
greater in the Northern Italian cluster (~27%), the Iran_N/CHG ancestry is characteristic of Southern 
Italy (~24% Benevento, ~25% Castrovillari, ~27% Catanzaro), with a peak value in the Aspromonte 
mountain groups (~29%). qpAdmixture confirms the influence of pastoralists from the Pontic Steppe 
in the lineage of Northern Italian groups, paralleled in Southern Italy by an analogous Caucasian-
related Neolithic source. The observation that both the non-isolated populations of Southern Italy and 
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the linguistically isolated communities of Aspromonte share the same ancestral sources indicates 
common genetic contributions, possibly predating the first estimates for the adoption of the Greco 
language in Southern Italy (Figure 4.3.3.1). In fact, a genetic continuity among Southern Italian 
groups and Eastern Mediterranean populations dating back to the Neolithic could have been easily 
maintained and even reinforced by subsequent overlapping migration events and gene flow along the 
same routes, including the more recent interactions with Greek-speaking populations and Byzantines. 
If these populations were characterized by frequent mobility across the Mediterranean to the coasts 
of Southern Italy, one could hypothesize a cultural, genetic and linguistic continuum sustained by 
repeated contacts over time; the presence of Greco-speaking minorities in contemporary Calabria  
may consequently be interpreted as the remnants of the area of Greek influence in Southern Italy, 
where the language and culture was preserved via geographic isolation in the most impervious areas 
of Aspromonte (Violi, 2006; Squillaci, 2017). 
 
Figure 4.3.3.2 Admixture proportions computed for the Italian populations with qpAdm. From Sarno et al. (2021). 
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Chapter 5: Conclusions 
 
The research presented in Chapter 2 revealed how the Italian peninsula presents patterns of 
population structure that uniquely recapitulate the clinal distribution of human genetic variation 
across Europe at a micro-geographic scale. Previous publications elucidating the demographic 
structure of the ancestors of contemporary Italians relied either on uniparental markers or common 
autosomal variants, which limit the amplitude of the analysis; moreover, attempts at disentangling 
the effect of differential selective pressures along the peninsula did not include models of polygenic 
adaptation that would take into account small but diffuse genetic contributions from loci with limited 
phenotypic effects, insisting on the same biological function. A panel of high-coverage whole-
genome sequences provided the opportunity to dissect the demographic and adaptive history of the 
ancestors of modern Italians. In particular, new evidence for an early differentiation of population 
clusters at the extremities of the cline of genetic variation after the Late Glacial Maximum was 
provided, as well as successive differential demographic processes and migrations that exacerbated 
the genetic distinction of gene pools across the peninsula. Cold, energetically demanding 
environmental conditions and a high-fat diet are suggested as factors having driven adaptation at 
insulin-related genes in the ancestors of modern Northern Italian individuals, making the 
contemporary population less susceptible to T2D and obesity in the context of the modern highly 
caloric lifestyle. Southern Italian people possibly benefitted from an adaptation towards pathogen 
exposure and extended UV radiation, that in the modern context translates to reduced susceptibility 
to IgAN and melanomas. Several genes and biological processes under selection across the peninsula, 
but more pronounced in Southern Italy, were finally revealed to potentially modulate the achievement 
of longevity as a healthy phenotype. Therefore, this research was also able to disclose relevant 
biomedical implications underlying the adaptive processes that characterized the Italian peninsula 
and highlights the appropriateness of applying an evolutionary approach to uncover the causes of 
health and disease in the human population, especially by pinpointing the genetic determinants 
supporting biological adaptation. 
The investigation reported in Chapter 3 focused on the pivotal role of APOE in the genetics 
of human longevity, both by reviewing relevant literature on the subject and adding novel demo-
geographic considerations based on modern data form Italian centenarian individuals, as well as 
publicly available ancient Euro-Mediterranean genomes. It demonstrated that the analysis of the 
worldwide variability is paramount to understand how the patterns of differentiation for this complex 
phenotype strongly depends on the pleiotropic actions of the APOE isoforms, as well as the peculiar 
environmental conditions that each population is subjected to. It is argued that an evolutionary 
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perspective is always crucial to disentangle the conservation and worldwide distribution of variants 
profoundly affecting complex traits that have a high impact on health and disease. In this context, an 
evolutionary approach, such as the one introduced by evolutionary medicine (Nesse, 2008; Nesse, 
2010; Nesse et al. 2011; Wells et al. 2017), may be useful to interpret distant connections for 
pleiotropic genes, such as APOE, in different populations. 
The unpublished work introduced in Chapter 4 tackles the long-lasting debate around the 
linguistic origins of the Greek-speaking communities of the Aspromonte area of Calabria, from a 
genetic and demographic viewpoint. Population demography analyses reveal private ancestral 
components for the Aspromonte communities, closer affinity with modern populations from the 
Eastern Mediterranean and higher genetic contributions from ancient Neolithic clusters of the 
Caucasus and the Near East. The results support a reconciled scenario, whereby the existence of long 
standing contacts with populations of the Eastern Mediterranean, who provided a substantial portion 
of the ancestral genetic background observable today in Southern Italy, and multiple migrations from 
subsequent historical periods (Magna Graecia and Byzantine contacts in particular) coexist in a 
stratified multitude of contributions that maintained and reinforced the genetic uniqueness of the 
communities of the Aspromonte mountain. An investigation of the most differentiated variants that 
characterize the Aspromonte populations reveals biological functions related to neurological 
pathways, in agreement with recent studies on Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease in the Calabrian 
area that show a higher incidence of rare familiar forms of these diseases in close-knit and isolated 
communities. In this case, through an evolutionary approach this research was able to uncover 
relevant biomedical indicators underlying differentiation processes characteristic of linguistically, 
geographically and culturally isolated genetic enclaves. 
Overall, this thesis provides novel significant contributions to the understanding of population 
demography, ancestral influences, divergence and adaptive evolutionary events that have occurred 
globally and locally along the Italian peninsula, by describing them in the context of the complex 
migration patterns that involved the European continent and, in particular, the Mediterranean basin 
across prehistorical and historical times. It also offers an analysis of local patterns of differentiation 
by cultural, linguistic and geographic isolation, highlighting the influence of continuous commercial 
contacts with Euro-Mediterranean groups in recent times on the genomic background of the Italian 
population. Finally, the application of evolutionary and population genomic methodologies allowed 
to disclose the biomedical repercussions of ancient advantageous adaptive events on the modern 
inhabitants of the peninsula, with a particular interest in the multifaceted interactions that define 
complex phenotypic traits, such as neurological diseases and the achievement of extreme longevity. 
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Appendix 
 
Appendix A1. Proportions of APOE isoforms by country. 
COUNTRY f(ε2) f(ε3) f(ε4) 
Australia 0,00 0,74 0,26 
Austria 0,08 0,80 0,12 
Bangladesh 0,05 0,86 0,09 
Barbados 0,13 0,62 0,26 
Belgium 0,08 0,75 0,17 
Benin 0,07 0,73 0,20 
Brazil 0,00 0,70 0,30 
Burkina Faso 0,38 0,50 0,13 
Burundi 0,00 0,62 0,39 
Cameroun 0,11 0,67 0,22 
Canada 0,08 0,80 0,12 
Central African Republic 0,06 0,54 0,41 
Chad 0,05 0,68 0,27 
Chile 0,15 0,70 0,15 
China 0,10 0,80 0,10 
Colombia 0,09 0,76 0,15 
Costa Rica 0,03 0,91 0,07 
Cuba 0,07 0,80 0,13 
Cyprus 0,05 0,87 0,08 
Czech Republic 0,08 0,82 0,10 
Denmark 0,08 0,75 0,17 
Ecuador 0,00 0,72 0,28 
Ethiopia 0,03 0,85 0,12 
Finland 0,04 0,73 0,23 
France 0,10 0,80 0,10 
Gabon 0,12 0,81 0,16 
Gambia 0,13 0,59 0,27 
Germany 0,07 0,76 0,18 
Great Britain 0,08 0,75 0,18 
Greece 0,05 0,88 0,07 
Greenland 0,02 0,77 0,21 
Guinea 0,23 0,60 0,17 
Hungary 0,06 0,81 0,13 
Iceland 0,07 0,77 0,16 
India 0,05 0,87 0,08 
Ireland 0,12 0,72 0,16 
Israel 0,06 0,80 0,14 
Italy 0,05 0,85 0,10 
Japan 0,05 0,87 0,08 
Java 0,06 0,77 0,17 
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Kenya 0,09 0,59 0,32 
Korea 0,05 0,85 0,10 
Madagascar 0,23 0,59 0,18 
Malaysia 0,12 0,67 0,23 
Mali 0,13 0,72 0,15 
Mauritania 0,08 0,83 0,10 
Mexico 0,05 0,87 0,09 
Mongolia 0,03 0,84 0,13 
Morocco 0,07 0,80 0,09 
Netherlands 0,10 0,75 0,15 
New Guinea 0,14 0,48 0,38 
New Zealand 0,12 0,74 0,14 
Niger 0,04 0,79 0,17 
Nigeria 0,03 0,67 0,03 
Norway 0,05 0,75 0,20 
Pakistan 0,04 0,88 0,08 
Peru 0,01 0,94 0,06 
Poland 0,07 0,80 0,13 
Polynesia 0,11 0,63 0,26 
Portugal 0,06 0,74 0,20 
Puerto Rico 0,05 0,85 0,11 
Russia 0,02 0,81 0,17 
Rwanda 0,10 0,67 0,24 
Sao-Tome 0,10 0,65 0,25 
Saudi Arabia 0,05 0,89 0,06 
Senegal 0,03 0,94 0,03 
Sierra Leone 0,14 0,60 0,26 
Singapore 0,10 0,83 0,07 
South Africa 0,13 0,54 0,32 
Spain 0,06 0,80 0,14 
Sri Lanka 0,04 0,82 0,13 
Sudan 0,08 0,62 0,29 
Switzerland 0,07 0,82 0,11 
Taiwan 0,09 0,84 0,06 
Tanzania 0,14 0,63 0,23 
Thailand 0,10 0,82 0,08 
Togo 0,31 0,48 0,21 
Turkey 0,07 0,87 0,06 
Uganda 0,15 0,60 0,25 
United States 0,10 0,78 0,12 
Vietnam 0,17 0,74 0,09 
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Appendix A2. Identities, archaeological context, country of origin and estimated age of the ancient samples. 
Code Haplotype Context Country Age Publication 
RISE423 E4E4 Middle to Late Bronze Age Armenia 3400 Allentoft et al. 2015 
I2424 E3E3 Chalcolithic Bulgaria 6304 Mathieson et al. 2018 
I5077 E3E3 Neolithic Croatia 7026 Mathieson et al. 2018 
RISE150 E3E3 European Early Bronze Age Czech Republic 3739 Allentoft et al. 2015 
I7211 E3E3 Bell Beaker Culture Czech Republic 4200 Olalde et al. 2018 
I7249 E3E3 Bell Beaker Culture Czech Republic 4200 Olalde et al. 2018 
I7278 E4E4 Bell Beaker Culture Czech Republic 4200 Olalde et al. 2018 
I7282 E3E3 Bell Beaker Culture Czech Republic 4200 Olalde et al. 2018 
I7286 E3E3 Bell Beaker Culture Czech Republic 4200 Olalde et al. 2018 
I7272 E3E3 Corded Ware Culture Czech Republic 4500 Olalde et al. 2018 
RISE47 E3E3 Late Neolithic to Bronze Age Denmark 3362 Allentoft et al. 2015 
RISE71 E3E3 Late Neolithic to Bronze Age Denmark 4060 Allentoft et al. 2015 
RISE61 E2E2 Late Neolithic to Bronze Age Denmark 4622 Allentoft et al. 2015 
RISE00 E3E3 Corded Ware Culture Estonia 4412 Allentoft et al. 2015 
I1381 E3E3 Bell Beaker Culture France 3800 Olalde et al. 2018 
I4304 E3E3 Neolithic France 5830 Olalde et al. 2018 
KK1 E3E3 Paleolithic Georgia 11000 Jones et al. 2015 
SATP E3E3 Paleolithic Georgia 13255 Jones et al. 2015 
I3601 E3E3 Bell Beaker Culture Germany 3800 Olalde et al. 2018 
E09569 E3E3 Bell Beaker Culture Germany 3819 Olalde et al. 2018 
I5834 E3E3 Bell Beaker Culture Germany 4000 Olalde et al. 2018 
I5836 E3E3 Bell Beaker Culture Germany 4000 Olalde et al. 2018 
I0172 E3E3 Neolithic Germany 5000 Mathieson et al. 2015 
I0018 E3E3 Linear Pottery Neolithic Germany 6200 Lipson et al. 2017 
Stuttgart E3E3 European Early Neolithic Germany 9000 Lazaridis et al. 2014 
I0161.SG E3E3 Iron Age Great Britain 1165 Schiffels et al. 2016 
I0157.SG E3E3 Iron Age Great Britain 1232 Schiffels et al. 2016 
I0769.SG E4E4 Iron Age Great Britain 1455 Schiffels et al. 2016 
I0777.SG E3E3 Iron Age Great Britain 1478 Schiffels et al. 2016 
I0774.SG E3E3 Iron Age Great Britain 1483 Schiffels et al. 2016 
I0773.SG E3E3 Iron Age Great Britain 1490 Schiffels et al. 2016 
6DT18.SG E3E3 Iron Age Great Britain 1800 Martiniano et al. 2016 
6DT22.SG E3E3 Iron Age Great Britain 1800 Martiniano et al. 2016 
6DT3.SG E4E4 Iron Age Great Britain 1800 Martiniano et al. 2016 
I0160.SG E3E3 Iron Age Great Britain 1995 Schiffels et al. 2016 
I2860 E3E3 Bronze Age Great Britain 2738 Olalde et al. 2018 
I7579 E3E3 Bronze Age Great Britain 3135 Olalde et al. 2018 
I6777 E2E2 Bell Beaker Culture Great Britain 4000 Olalde et al. 2018 
I2933 E3E3 Neolithic Great Britain 4309 Olalde et al. 2018 
I2691 E3E3 Neolithic Great Britain 4881 Olalde et al. 2018 
I6759 E3E3 Neolithic Great Britain 5500 Olalde et al. 2018 
I0071 E3E3 Neolithic Greece 4000 Lazaridis et al. 2017 
I9005 E4E4 Neolithic Greece 4000 Lazaridis et al. 2017 
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RISE247 E4E4 Bronze Age Hungary 3629 Allentoft et al. 2015 
RISE479 E3E3 Bronze Age Hungary 3700 Allentoft et al. 2015 
RISE483 E3E3 Bronze Age Hungary 3700 Allentoft et al. 2015 
I7045 E3E3 Bell Beaker Culture Hungary 4200 Olalde et al. 2018 
F38.SG E3E3 Iron Age Iran 2800 Broushaki et al. 2016 
WC1.SG E3E3 Neolithic Iran 8200 Broushaki et al. 2016 
AH1.SG E3E3 Neolithic Iran 10000 Broushaki et al. 2016 
AH2.SG E3E3 Neolithic Iran 10000 Broushaki et al. 2016 
AH4.SG E3E3 Neolithic Iran 10000 Broushaki et al. 2016 
rath3.SG E3E3 Bronze Age Ireland 3585 Cassidy et al. 2016 
rath1.SG E3E3 Bronze Age Ireland 3906 Cassidy et al. 2016 
bally.SG E3E3 Neolithic Ireland 5000 Cassidy et al. 2016 
Iceman E3E3 European Chalcolithic Italy 5244 Keller et al. 2012 
RISE487 E3E3 European Neolithic Italy 5245 Allentoft et al. 2015 
I4437 E3E3 Neolithic Latvia 6148 Mathieson et al. 2018 
I4441 E3E3 Neolithic Latvia 6725 Mathieson et al. 2018 
I4552 E3E3 Neolithic Latvia 7300 Mathieson et al. 2018 
I4596 E4E4 Neolithic Latvia 7900 Mathieson et al. 2018 
Loschbour E3E3 Mesolithic Luxembourg 8000 Lazaridis et al. 2014 
I6531 E3E3 Bronze Age Poland 3755 Olalde et al. 2018 
RISE109 E3E3 European Early Bronze Age Poland 3813 Allentoft et al. 2015 
RISE577 E3E3 European Early Bronze Age Poland 4000 Allentoft et al. 2015 
RISE500 E3E3 Middle to Late Bronze Age Russia 3550 Allentoft et al. 2015 
RISE505 E4E4 Middle to Late Bronze Age Russia 3636 Allentoft et al. 2015 
RISE395 E4E4 Middle to Late Bronze Age Russia 3808 Allentoft et al. 2015 
RISE392 E3E3 Middle to Late Bronze Age Russia 3961 Allentoft et al. 2015 
RISE386 E4E4 Middle to Late Bronze Age Russia 4122 Allentoft et al. 2015 
RISE552 E3E3 Early to Middle Bronze Age Russia 4446 Allentoft et al. 2015 
RISE548 E3E3 Early to Middle Bronze Age Russia 4650 Allentoft et al. 2015 
RISE547 E2E2 Early to Middle Bronze Age Russia 4711 Allentoft et al. 2015 
RISE509 E4E4 Early to Middle Bronze Age Russia 4732 Allentoft et al. 2015 
RISE511 E3E3 Early to Middle Bronze Age Russia 4744 Allentoft et al. 2015 
I0231 E3E3 Early to Middle Bronze Age Russia 4792 Mathieson et al. 2015 
RISE550 E3E3 Early to Middle Bronze Age Russia 4935 Allentoft et al. 2015 
MA1 E3E3 Paleolithic Russia 24300 Raghavan et al. 2013 
I4873 E3E3 Neolithic Serbia 7872 Mathieson et al. 2018 
I4876 E3E3 Neolithic Serbia 8455 Mathieson et al. 2018 
I4874 E3E3 Neolithic Serbia 8506 Mathieson et al. 2018 
Ust_Ishim E3E4 Paleolithic Siberia 42000 Fu et al. 2014 
I5838 E3E3 Copper Age Spain 4500 Lipson et al. 2017 
ATP2 E3E3 Chalcolithic Spain 4800 Gunther et al. 2014 
CB13 E3E3 Neolithic Spain 7000 Olalde et al. 2015 
LaBrana1 E3E3 Mesolithic Spain 7000 Olalde et al. 2014 
I0412 E3E3 European Neolithic Spain 7144 Mathieson et al. 2015 
RISE97 E3E3 Late Neolithic to Bronze Age Sweden 3905 Allentoft et al. 2015 
RISE98 E4E4 Late Neolithic to Bronze Age Sweden 4104 Allentoft et al. 2015 
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RISE94 E3E3 Late Neolithic to Bronze Age Sweden 4497 Allentoft et al. 2015 
Motala12 E3E3 Mesolithic Sweden 7000 Mathieson et al. 2015 
Bichon E3E3 Paleolithic Switzerland 15000 Hofmanova et al. 2016 
Bar8.SG E4E4 Neolithic Turkey 8000 Hofmanova et al. 2016 
I0708 E3E3 Anatolian Neolithic Turkey 8000 Mathieson et al. 2015 
I0745 E3E3 Anatolian Neolithic Turkey 8000 Mathieson et al. 2015 
Bon002 E3E3 Neolithic Turkey 10000 Kilinc et al. 2016 
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Appendix A3. Top 1% variants characterizing the ASPR cluster. 
SNP CHR POS SNP(cont.) CHR(cont.) POS(cont.) SNP(cont.) CHR(cont.) POS(cont.) 
rs982510 1 14160754 rs6882483 5 147382111 rs2501682 10 6959853 
rs11578558 1 31267335 rs11135102 5 159865579 rs2580894 10 12995888 
rs3886437 1 32424756 rs158851 5 163085666 rs11258082 10 12999115 
rs17556209 1 39163072 rs158854 5 163086195 rs10508452 10 13005288 
rs6665159 1 39172288 rs1422418 5 167847974 rs10906276 10 13028374 
rs17579464 1 58369662 rs1433021 5 171960073 rs7087980 10 28469074 
rs7541833 1 69184038 rs11966212 6 1056155 rs10740784 10 28492334 
rs417181 1 79710545 rs2317906 6 1373145 rs7919947 10 28500786 
rs11161464 1 85298111 rs2765368 6 7013556 rs3121313 10 43440869 
rs1409215 1 85310832 rs1286005 6 7046452 rs3004255 10 43448012 
rs1325272 1 85312366 rs2294425 6 11745652 rs10824829 10 54642295 
rs11161574 1 85727044 rs12211506 6 11762311 rs6479995 10 66407750 
rs969788 1 86916856 rs2235396 6 11762961 rs3858156 10 71617387 
rs548649 1 87380631 rs10484363 6 16449304 rs4076957 10 71617584 
rs11577139 1 98666125 rs9477384 6 17318116 rs4746065 10 72513957 
rs992708 1 99209727 rs12526082 6 17330855 rs749128 10 78155142 
rs11166108 1 99220941 rs13197759 6 17343655 rs1873465 10 78189959 
rs11166113 1 99230383 rs6456825 6 28522695 rs7076791 10 80066149 
rs10493914 1 99960670 rs450630 6 28542424 rs1936216 10 91716028 
rs6577380 1 99963251 rs380914 6 28569949 rs10882520 10 96799688 
rs12060427 1 102922025 rs9501180 6 28579471 rs12413444 10 1,04E+08 
rs3806233 1 153600778 rs732395 6 28616327 rs10883701 10 1,04E+08 
rs7532286 1 154750816 rs422331 6 28810817 rs11244948 10 1,28E+08 
rs6426878 1 164649075 rs377743 6 32211065 rs431690 10 1,32E+08 
rs10919325 1 170171083 rs6910071 6 32282854 rs410411 10 1,32E+08 
rs10919326 1 170171258 rs9277378 6 33050279 rs3858307 10 1,32E+08 
rs10158534 1 170172417 rs9277386 6 33050499 rs4750838 10 1,33E+08 
rs1330385 1 170174665 rs9277396 6 33051139 rs1703688 10 1,33E+08 
rs4656206 1 170179064 rs9277426 6 33051910 rs1703687 10 1,33E+08 
rs7545084 1 170186610 rs9277464 6 33053352 rs1560797 10 1,33E+08 
rs6657002 1 170187309 rs9277469 6 33053468 rs12778246 10 1,34E+08 
rs10913625 1 171732378 rs9277471 6 33053682 rs2492643 10 1,34E+08 
rs500894 1 175837332 rs9277489 6 33053942 rs10833460 11 3225964 
rs17186722 1 207572294 rs9277533 6 33054721 rs7930238 11 6324061 
rs7413508 1 210839705 rs9277546 6 33055346 rs4757851 11 19843968 
rs10863850 1 210848224 rs9277554 6 33055538 rs10833482 11 21274683 
rs10494953 1 212764085 rs9277555 6 33055605 rs769149 11 35532452 
rs6682064 1 212767840 rs3117229 6 33056069 rs2291444 11 47179143 
rs10746435 1 212776328 rs3117228 6 33056435 rs3740690 11 47188592 
rs7521489 1 215935660 rs9277557 6 33056694 rs4522197 11 69549801 
rs10779438 1 221677672 rs9277565 6 33056897 rs10796842 11 69559418 
rs10863628 1 221682007 rs3130188 6 33057176 rs1112008 11 69566488 
rs1858566 1 221690507 rs3091282 6 33057198 rs11263551 11 69570033 
rs10863632 1 221696457 rs3117226 6 33057659 rs11233261 11 82401684 
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rs2889911 1 221710721 rs3117225 6 33057711 rs7940613 11 91714466 
rs1026514 1 221715719 rs3097652 6 33057835 rs2726355 11 99455061 
rs10799576 1 224644549 rs1367730 6 33058114 rs7938043 11 1,02E+08 
rs4653939 1 228494696 rs3128972 6 33058774 rs2029302 11 1,07E+08 
rs4653942 1 228505204 rs2179919 6 33059262 rs3802871 11 1,18E+08 
rs728727 1 228643447 rs3128917 6 33059996 rs10892246 11 1,18E+08 
rs3213495 1 230416038 rs3117222 6 33060949 rs3133224 11 1,21E+08 
rs7541947 1 233161822 rs3130190 6 33061690 rs11218347 11 1,21E+08 
rs2463198 1 236533247 rs3130191 6 33061871 rs11218349 11 1,21E+08 
rs2066380 1 240901508 rs3130198 6 33063931 rs11224046 11 1,35E+08 
rs1591217 1 242927370 rs3117213 6 33064605 rs987181 12 15220406 
rs1320334 2 692784 rs2395319 6 33067211 rs12424045 12 15233065 
rs11684944 2 3633917 rs3117239 6 33071777 rs2160532 12 15233495 
rs4849953 2 3642165 rs2064479 6 33072240 rs10846185 12 15659500 
rs13019382 2 3763411 rs2064478 6 33072266 rs2111173 12 15666517 
rs7558456 2 3767991 rs2064476 6 33073322 rs17418255 12 21510541 
rs2603148 2 3772338 rs3117234 6 33073984 rs1392196 12 25024151 
rs1465323 2 10567895 rs3128928 6 33074612 rs2220130 12 30015289 
rs4669783 2 12028293 rs3117231 6 33074908 rs813784 12 32438757 
rs10181834 2 14702349 rs3117230 6 33075635 rs12814239 12 57569478 
rs2675899 2 14705390 rs3128930 6 33075666 rs1504465 12 60676912 
rs6734939 2 14708545 rs2295261 6 47236880 rs12826072 12 62701966 
rs13414125 2 14711241 rs11758366 6 47253631 rs3825243 12 69750839 
rs17348835 2 14712421 rs621387 6 56289743 rs10506670 12 75656510 
rs13420936 2 14712895 rs608383 6 56290289 rs7300004 12 96109803 
rs3769598 2 32679732 rs594008 6 56291176 rs10777721 12 96116953 
rs3731579 2 32735881 rs16900290 6 62588444 rs4762610 12 96120071 
rs11683905 2 32751182 rs2061578 6 66669464 rs4128893 12 96123609 
rs12466713 2 32751688 rs1037882 6 66672165 rs11108225 12 96130713 
rs7587877 2 36902056 rs6455065 6 66701759 rs17026787 12 97729032 
rs7602835 2 36902070 rs6455069 6 66722969 rs1148408 12 1,07E+08 
rs17490768 2 36926371 rs6919455 6 67621368 rs233714 12 1,13E+08 
rs7571216 2 40504788 rs12198920 6 71307347 rs17619048 12 1,18E+08 
rs11683295 2 44316109 rs6916197 6 74678421 rs7321901 13 20847138 
rs17425376 2 44327351 rs4421160 6 74682273 rs9552555 13 22523977 
rs1947195 2 46085325 rs7763484 6 74734641 rs3117951 13 22525954 
rs12713280 2 55081376 rs10806180 6 80618523 rs11148372 13 22788665 
rs6758100 2 59114739 rs10455125 6 80683626 rs9580631 13 24030514 
rs2058563 2 59119018 rs770898 6 83065888 rs6563133 13 36318869 
rs1362479 2 67167431 rs770911 6 83074365 rs4943543 13 38474387 
rs4854502 2 68965078 rs2875533 6 88030587 rs9526192 13 47109885 
rs1558899 2 71309586 rs9294379 6 88152535 rs9534424 13 47118711 
rs6744843 2 71320364 rs157695 6 91218473 rs9301571 13 87227991 
rs6546670 2 71327146 rs6454818 6 91319984 rs9522944 13 91015462 
rs7558412 2 71907930 rs9362761 6 91345657 rs4512968 13 91020626 
rs6746541 2 86001628 rs9372328 6 112711218 rs9524955 13 96032939 
rs1048084 2 86002303 rs7756462 6 112755156 rs1995372 13 97764447 
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rs1356626 2 86022788 rs9487914 6 112757968 rs4771983 13 97798733 
rs1878902 2 86023425 rs1276639 6 112760200 rs9556683 13 97805817 
rs12621362 2 88803885 rs1276628 6 112773200 rs17182592 14 22032003 
rs4449134 2 88846961 rs6934797 6 112775377 rs1959179 14 33530555 
rs2889323 2 105039687 rs4256466 6 112781952 rs4243636 14 40110065 
rs6743263 2 105105148 rs4945516 6 114791568 rs10483520 14 40183285 
rs12620665 2 105114879 rs6568841 6 114800340 rs2753404 14 68912686 
rs1439671 2 105116184 rs5002415 6 118281878 rs7147798 14 98230632 
rs10192506 2 127319936 rs4946312 6 118310478 rs1462268 14 98237766 
rs10196438 2 127321457 rs9387532 6 118320108 rs7155566 14 98247629 
rs1025788 2 127329197 rs2327534 6 135071826 rs7160746 14 98249964 
rs12621600 2 144266489 rs4895561 6 139808000 rs4906321 14 1,04E+08 
rs13419857 2 158802021 rs9495497 6 139811689 rs12900257 15 22784095 
rs1869543 2 165804660 rs661704 6 141174222 rs2341140 15 25844124 
rs10205696 2 165805055 rs365515 6 145802833 rs2076744 15 25926179 
rs2390732 2 169605967 rs398060 6 145841515 rs4906619 15 25946781 
rs10210408 2 170046850 rs9322447 6 154424321 rs2220545 15 29339499 
rs2389589 2 170048929 rs184074 6 157216039 rs4603522 15 29339947 
rs6433602 2 177519429 rs877676 6 158102714 rs657473 15 33880432 
rs6740315 2 177520106 rs16900421 6 158193244 rs688939 15 33880493 
rs4893911 2 177522377 rs6914575 6 160898831 rs12592542 15 33985818 
rs1562611 2 177532328 rs9346817 6 160902269 rs11072635 15 34006652 
rs13019019 2 177536629 rs9355803 6 160903178 rs8042848 15 34008989 
rs1554011 2 177551886 rs9355804 6 160903622 rs12910679 15 34021963 
rs10490684 2 182451737 rs10945673 6 160910899 rs12906810 15 34022225 
rs833125 2 183182776 rs2322278 6 164523901 rs8036377 15 34027993 
rs288316 2 183695449 rs526725 6 165496918 rs1017843 15 40528155 
rs17800281 2 191193097 rs544603 6 165501693 rs2617235 15 42758738 
rs17626732 2 195808307 rs12703010 7 1680165 rs2617237 15 42765624 
rs7578216 2 195832688 rs10271818 7 10137638 rs17766258 15 42785137 
rs1304358 2 198969583 rs10488475 7 17813444 rs2899051 15 42786160 
rs13012540 2 200056608 rs4291154 7 17929655 rs11636209 15 42788107 
rs4675285 2 203465357 rs1229680 7 26462580 rs17709867 15 42800767 
rs6760289 2 206346002 rs2525764 7 26478596 rs1060291 15 42820589 
rs13007621 2 207393424 rs2698727 7 26482974 rs8033412 15 42822289 
rs13004168 2 207492886 rs1561308 7 38582081 rs10454039 15 42832534 
rs1558440 2 210618870 rs2686817 7 47968927 rs10851410 15 42844788 
rs4585026 2 215275625 rs6955144 7 67889919 rs12324717 15 42846553 
rs12472818 2 218358312 rs7785025 7 75628101 rs10851411 15 42859235 
rs2373067 2 218360362 rs3801472 7 75629778 rs950027 15 45801035 
rs2373072 2 218374066 rs6978677 7 75636240 rs2136897 15 47921514 
rs12473089 2 220656956 rs1104878 7 75685593 rs1224674 15 47944152 
rs10193131 2 221016421 rs10476 7 75696420 rs1369637 15 47944827 
rs1463991 2 221703746 rs6953665 7 75769049 rs2445762 15 51617708 
rs4663609 2 236468798 rs10952840 7 75772878 rs7163193 15 51644775 
rs12471077 2 238351337 rs10277259 7 75802674 rs17370987 15 69776684 
rs11124234 2 239841003 rs2009836 7 75931160 rs7176919 15 69778446 
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rs2729139 3 1128074 rs3779320 7 77691587 rs1504632 15 69778982 
rs2729319 3 2064647 rs7458619 7 79857872 rs9920407 15 69781764 
rs13078449 3 9162915 rs2888556 7 86875826 rs5003866 15 69782205 
rs6781236 3 9163206 rs1990171 7 86885119 rs6494798 15 69790976 
rs7635873 3 16667968 rs1358064 7 86941669 rs12903497 15 69793953 
rs7647846 3 16675127 rs1527152 7 113956930 rs11634551 15 69808890 
rs11709636 3 19341221 rs10486026 7 114080435 rs6494801 15 69822411 
rs7640623 3 19408549 rs36929 7 123505744 rs12593658 15 69830008 
rs4470447 3 24836454 rs339092 7 128357300 rs4777151 15 69830696 
rs9310820 3 26895022 rs339072 7 128364080 rs7183850 15 69858562 
rs12493245 3 27797810 rs731770 7 128366485 rs7403706 15 80861365 
rs4680845 3 27799034 rs157925 7 130580165 rs7166858 15 87701586 
rs17020288 3 27801959 rs2774960 7 138602417 rs7170640 15 96014096 
rs2371150 3 27806147 rs975494 7 142222582 rs10162686 15 96015083 
rs9872426 3 27818453 rs2855918 7 142237788 rs12595031 15 96024055 
rs2371996 3 30200658 rs2855896 7 142258330 rs1383146 15 98678205 
rs17054246 3 54693752 rs1881902 7 143825428 rs3784606 15 99458481 
rs11914780 3 54781631 rs2961160 7 143826603 rs10048024 15 99460862 
rs1997463 3 54807240 rs2951324 7 143834586 rs11855311 15 1E+08 
rs4679524 3 60292606 rs1208355 7 143858276 rs12598611 16 7454984 
rs12633258 3 60664643 rs1635884 7 143864670 rs7192216 16 10814546 
rs4688298 3 62460883 rs7804359 7 143866532 rs737008 16 11374866 
rs12489309 3 68565190 rs2600487 8 1016903 rs949429 16 11376029 
rs606028 3 107308977 rs2627283 8 2781277 rs398364 16 11387164 
rs658595 3 107371482 rs7013590 8 3969537 rs12448960 16 11419378 
rs11710737 3 107464170 rs1946161 8 5165806 rs11074961 16 11422245 
rs12637512 3 111028725 rs10092857 8 5165936 rs12446881 16 11435855 
rs10804486 3 111039820 rs11985327 8 5172635 rs10852276 16 25040158 
rs1873105 3 111042752 rs6992382 8 5177400 rs7498149 16 25043569 
rs1552540 3 111054726 rs1895011 8 5182239 rs4638587 16 26962996 
rs7633973 3 111087564 rs7840725 8 5186047 rs7204135 16 50626195 
rs13072691 3 136425600 rs1592623 8 5189722 rs7184292 16 52919566 
rs323618 3 151960936 rs4875157 8 5189771 rs12708901 16 53119733 
rs17501198 3 161587855 rs1420832 8 5192203 rs1008400 16 54119892 
rs9878522 3 165125159 rs1030080 8 5194048 rs10492872 16 54120330 
rs5018958 3 174062834 rs7845635 8 5201210 rs11646512 16 54120952 
rs7610632 3 174088909 rs7815392 8 5201718 rs11863548 16 54123512 
rs9863476 3 174142441 rs10104026 8 5203682 rs8049247 16 68712730 
rs9290501 3 174198101 rs7829940 8 5204568 rs100912 16 75519917 
rs16831521 3 180076400 rs7843555 8 5206751 rs2013847 16 84587960 
rs6771207 3 182896412 rs11988885 8 5207530 rs34152738 16 86611391 
rs35070271 3 182897920 rs6559005 8 5209980 rs34142458 17 2792530 
rs11708313 3 182903072 rs11777077 8 5213257 rs2953452 17 10070772 
rs17217776 3 185295704 rs10107399 8 5214904 rs2692334 17 10824615 
rs2886928 3 192835072 rs10111616 8 5216264 rs11653983 17 18859611 
rs9842842 3 192870449 rs2816522 8 5782377 rs429276 17 29984108 
rs9837828 3 192886861 rs1383412 8 14807636 rs9901111 17 31046830 
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rs4677758 3 194551215 rs13256965 8 19962962 rs7207449 17 52619915 
rs2857844 4 3029588 rs11204099 8 20071503 rs8065148 17 52640841 
rs7441080 4 13788219 rs952149 8 20091363 rs2362726 17 66259285 
rs6847559 4 25837310 rs2198011 8 20492735 rs17699266 17 67976326 
rs7664033 4 29691666 rs3176300 8 21904891 rs12938367 17 69080285 
rs16885694 4 31700291 rs12549516 8 21911601 rs4793289 17 70378730 
rs12509470 4 45192865 rs4732844 8 28104473 rs8073890 17 73256533 
rs335286 4 62368762 rs11996657 8 29451004 rs9302876 17 76479389 
rs1542096 4 77204500 rs4732986 8 29485927 rs7225663 17 77391145 
rs6816852 4 85199286 rs4732987 8 29494941 rs7405583 17 80938565 
rs1442164 4 85274948 rs12544701 8 35375058 rs9911830 17 80943685 
rs7658584 4 89096641 rs602382 8 36104136 rs628229 18 4249393 
rs12641788 4 89222164 rs1413875 8 36114239 rs206452 18 10437860 
rs10001661 4 89249372 rs17662607 8 41674525 rs1380085 18 30028877 
rs4699773 4 101016395 rs2385320 8 50111746 rs958127 18 31497346 
rs6532939 4 102399209 rs1519835 8 50252962 rs505601 18 34280131 
rs1863575 4 102407109 rs2919308 8 62195086 rs12961192 18 37485412 
rs7695470 4 102701262 rs2919303 8 62214493 rs8099208 18 40516148 
rs2522515 4 105619927 rs2978558 8 62214626 rs9947826 18 43899499 
rs2725762 4 105700542 rs10086214 8 69755610 rs2586776 18 48331524 
rs12108563 4 109684830 rs4738080 8 71129813 rs9947544 18 50334201 
rs1523504 4 125318885 rs2926702 8 71167994 rs11877576 18 57084974 
rs7655016 4 125361767 rs16936880 8 71200109 rs949292 18 58168807 
rs11099001 4 130077663 rs16937001 8 71340989 rs4419155 18 65105996 
rs13132155 4 130083679 rs16937019 8 71351158 rs7577 18 72188347 
rs11726808 4 130089052 rs13259607 8 71352047 rs2849782 18 73341372 
rs13109471 4 131062487 rs13259910 8 71352148 rs1789250 18 76715856 
rs17050881 4 131103736 rs2383902 8 74268575 rs9967005 18 77882827 
rs4610390 4 136778939 rs13269099 8 75016199 rs1064059 18 77893683 
rs4318703 4 136910271 rs7817382 8 89292303 rs3087701 18 77915906 
rs11723419 4 137213250 rs7835845 8 89338155 rs12201 18 77916015 
rs11726692 4 141920037 rs1504801 8 89383727 rs3816322 19 335946 
rs12643170 4 148928372 rs821109 8 89499611 rs12460780 19 3645947 
rs156500 4 155677315 rs6469448 8 89514775 rs12984273 19 3647901 
rs6831272 4 158115848 rs16884419 8 89579649 rs1613070 19 6412929 
rs9993365 4 158186342 rs1076030 8 103676345 rs2189784 19 15959200 
rs10008950 4 158221234 rs2099408 8 103680416 rs7258885 19 28424804 
rs4475186 4 158242540 rs930266 8 103683191 rs3786527 19 41109456 
rs10428456 4 160186284 rs6981913 8 128775635 rs2303728 19 41114065 
rs4691749 4 162255173 rs17713284 8 134230644 rs2604913 19 41218611 
rs7687480 4 166734530 rs7822022 8 138810922 rs2561530 19 41224314 
rs736591 4 179374122 rs6577842 8 138813360 rs3745290 19 41890003 
rs6815916 4 182553043 rs1511852 8 138843225 rs17318596 19 41937095 
rs17212276 4 182571325 rs12545671 8 138844671 rs10409222 19 46379647 
rs11727308 4 182572180 rs1551806 8 140922699 rs1152239 19 50420671 
rs12502711 4 184866656 rs6583595 8 143249252 rs10407445 19 57649962 
rs4862535 4 186397351 rs7010259 8 145846570 rs6053635 20 625267 
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rs4861680 4 186721885 rs10975792 9 680323 rs4815597 20 3697618 
rs10155470 4 186882290 rs10975803 9 680585 rs6052038 20 3707715 
rs4866550 5 3308312 rs10815984 9 8884844 rs7270603 20 12007033 
rs7722069 5 3623182 rs10815986 9 8885169 rs6043433 20 15659486 
rs6883836 5 3670973 rs10815989 9 8891463 rs6129359 20 38168977 
rs6889720 5 13817881 rs12235745 9 12540358 rs7267810 20 41061083 
rs1445815 5 13829042 rs10810127 9 14294350 rs2868860 20 45674409 
rs4547927 5 13834445 rs10961730 9 14819813 rs11086191 20 45680445 
rs17259353 5 21699126 rs10810584 9 16658915 rs1206816 20 45704309 
rs1879480 5 23730041 rs11794832 9 18910581 rs2298002 20 45726192 
rs4701393 5 23755699 rs11788139 9 21651620 rs6012188 20 46077309 
rs1520985 5 23758878 rs7846858 9 22836549 rs2426407 20 50652937 
rs6871540 5 23861064 rs7857348 9 22856899 rs6089291 20 60467860 
rs6862995 5 27824645 rs9969855 9 22857606 rs2822589 21 15711540 
rs10075707 5 31179728 rs996367 9 22906349 rs10439652 21 15711772 
rs6890687 5 31184402 rs10965520 9 22916961 rs2178907 21 15713544 
rs12055267 5 31204843 rs10965529 9 22943509 rs9983082 21 15715197 
rs10038069 5 31215770 rs10118162 9 26572537 rs2822602 21 15716285 
rs4596398 5 31223681 rs7864522 9 38741712 rs1888397 21 16059028 
rs4866808 5 43180535 rs9314845 9 71643131 rs1571691 21 32444209 
rs7730004 5 43191033 rs815845 9 84216090 rs1892695 21 32444581 
rs10074873 5 43191823 rs2780982 9 86232809 rs2833558 21 33286076 
rs1303763 5 51877090 rs1990422 9 122244046 rs1005694 21 37443658 
rs702531 5 58267723 rs10491524 9 122257254 rs2835862 21 39020935 
rs16894413 5 65127219 rs7043386 9 134866354 rs13052909 21 42224120 
rs7701312 5 67012900 rs7025089 9 134881443 rs2269125 21 44072445 
rs2406905 5 81260121 rs4363310 9 134890430 rs855072 22 20221844 
rs2560266 5 94726879 rs7851262 9 134944428 rs2207361 22 27825804 
rs13155917 5 127856494 rs28380074 9 139225139 rs6006267 22 30216982 
rs4976524 5 136035580 rs865289 10 595504 rs5997787 22 31254954 
rs31746 5 140419991 rs11814112 10 1694750 rs5753350 22 31256066 
rs6887887 5 142535913 rs9663489 10 2544480 rs9614325 22 44498134 
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Appendix A4. Splitting patterns among modern population as assessed by TreeMix. Trees are shown to allow for 
m=0 through m=4 migrations (panels a to e). Branch lengths are proportional to the genetic drift of each population.  
